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FROM ITS VERY BEGINNING

the Texas Tech University community has had a sense of destiny and an awareness of the impact it could and would have on Texas and the wider world. Originally named Texas Technological College, Texas Tech opened in 1925 with six buildings, four schools (Agriculture, Engineering, Home Economics, and Liberal Arts), and an enrollment of 914. Texas Tech grew rapidly after World War II, and in 1969 the Texas legislature approved a name change to Texas Tech University. In the years since, Texas Tech has grown to become the largest comprehensive higher education institution in the western two-thirds of the state. As the only campus in Texas that is home to a major university, law school, and medical school, the university is the major institution of higher education in a region larger than 46 of the nation’s 50 states.

Today, Texas Tech continues to thrive, with more than 36,000 students enrolled in its 11 colleges: Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources, Architecture, Arts & Sciences, Jerry S. Rawls College of Business, Education, Edward E. Whitacre Jr. College of Engineering, Honors College, Human Sciences, Media & Communication, J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts, and the Graduate School, as well as University Programs via the Provost’s Office. The institution’s goal is to enroll 40,000 students by 2020.

Because of its educational scope and purpose, as well as the size of the region it serves, Texas Tech University operates in numerous Texas locations beyond the Lubbock campus. In all, the Texas Tech University System—which includes Texas Tech University, Angelo State University, Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, and Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center at El Paso—has more than 44,000 students enrolled.
Since Texas Tech’s first graduation ceremony in the spring of 1927, more than 200,000 undergraduate and graduate degrees have been awarded by the university. From these proud graduates have emerged captains of industry, world-renowned surgeons, noted authors, famous singers, acclaimed teachers and professors, attorneys, entrepreneurs, agronomists, scientists, professional athletes, and countless others who have claimed positions of service and responsibility in a rapidly changing world.

Texas Tech University graduates have governed states, flown in space, served as Presidential cabinet members, won Olympic gold medals, served as ambassadors to foreign countries, acted on Broadway stages, won Pulitzer Prizes, served in Congress, led Fortune 500 companies, and been watched by millions on network television news.

Not all graduates will achieve fame and fortune in equal measure, but all Texas Tech graduates can point with pride to the solid academic preparation they received and the personal connections they made as Red Raiders. For beneath the spacious skies of West Texas and in the halls of brick and tile through which they strolled during their time on campus, generations of Texas Tech students have been provided a foundation for success that is without parallel. As they take their first steps into careers that will see many of them literally change the world, they can remember with certainty one important fact about Texas Tech University:

From here, it’s possible.
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Friday, May 19, 2017
3:00 p.m.

Presiding

Processional*

National Anthem

Welcoming Remarks

Introduction of Commencement Speaker

Commencement Address

Conferring of Degrees

Presentation of Bachelor’s Degree Candidates

Recognition of Outstanding Students
  Class of 2017

Charge to the Graduates

Alma Mater
  (Words on Back Cover)

Recessional*

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

President, Texas Tech University

Texas Tech Commencement Band

Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor

Ms. Marissa Sharon Hernandez

Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Mr. John Steinmetz

Board of Regents; Texas Tech University System

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Dr. David L. Schmidly

Former President, Texas Tech University

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Dr. Michael Galyean

Provost and Senior Vice President

Dr. W. Brent Lindquist

Dean, College of Arts & Sciences

Dr. Michael Galyean

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Ms. Katherine June Smith

Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Texas Tech Commencement Band

* Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Friday, May 19, 2017
7:00 p.m.

Presiding

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
President, Texas Tech University

Processional*

Texas Tech Commencement Band
Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor

National Anthem

Mr. George Patrick Cole III
Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Welcoming Remarks

Mr. Tim Lancaster
Vice Chairman, Board of Regents; Texas Tech University System

Chancellor’s Remarks

Mr. Robert Duncan
Chancellor, Texas Tech University System

Introduction of Commencement Speaker

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Commencement Address

Dr. David L. Schmidly
Former President, Texas Tech University

Conferring of Degrees

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Michael Galyean
Provost and Senior Vice President

Presentation of Doctoral and Master’s Degree Candidates

Dr. Mark A. Sheridan
Vice Provost for Graduate and Postdoctoral Affairs; Dean, Graduate School

Recognition of Outstanding Students Class of 2017

Dr. Michael L. Galyean

Charge to the Graduates

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Alma Mater
(Words on Back Cover)

Mr. Ryan Bryce Johnson
Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Recessional*

Texas Tech Commencement Band

* Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional
Saturday, May 20, 2017
9:00 a.m.

Presiding

Processional*

National Anthem

Welcoming Remarks

Chancellor’s Remarks

Introduction of Commencement Speaker

Commencement Address

Conferring of Degrees

Presentation of Bachelor’s Degree Candidates

Recognition of Outstanding Students

Class of 2017

Charge to the Graduates

Alma Mater
(Words on Back Cover)

Recessional*

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
President, Texas Tech University

Dr. David L. Schmidly
Former President, Texas Tech University

Dr. Michael Galyean
Provost and Senior Vice President

Dr. Al Sacco, Jr.
Dean, Edward E. Whitacre Jr. College of Engineering

Dr. Scott Ridley
Dean, College of Education

Dr. Mitzi Lauderdale
Associate Dean for Students, College of Human Sciences

Dr. Noel Zahler
Dean, J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts

Mr. Jim Williamson
Dean, College of Architecture

Dr. Michael Galyean

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Ms. Marissa Sharon Hernandez
Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Texas Tech Commencement Band

* Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Saturday, May 20, 2017
1:30 p.m.

Presiding
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
President, Texas Tech University

Processional*
Texas Tech Commencement Band
Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor

National Anthem
Ms. Katherine June Smith
Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Welcoming Remarks
Mr. J. Michael Lewis
Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System

Chancellor’s Remarks
Mr. Robert Duncan
Chancellor, Texas Tech University System

Introduction of Commencement Speaker
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Commencement Address
Dr. David L. Schmidly
Former President, Texas Tech University

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Michael Galyean
Provost and Senior Vice President

Presentation of Bachelor’s Degree Candidates
Dr. Jeff Mercer
Senior Associate Dean, Jerry S. Rawls College of Business
Dr. David Perlmutter
Dean, College of Media & Communication
Dr. Steve Fraze
Interim Dean, College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources
Dr. Michael San Francisco
Dean, Honors College
Dr. Patrick Hughes
(presenting University Studies and Wind Energy degrees)
Associate Provost, Undergraduate Education and Student Affairs

Recognition of Outstanding Students
Class of 2017
Dr. Michael L. Galyean

Charge to the Graduates
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Alma Mater
(Words on Back Cover)
Mr. George Patrick Cole III
Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Recessional*
Texas Tech Commencement Band

* Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional
David J. Schmidly was born and raised on a cotton farm near Levelland, Hockley County, in West Texas. As a first-generation college student, Dr. Schmidly was the first member of his family to attend and graduate. He received his B.A. and M.S. degrees from Texas Tech University (1962-1968) and his Ph.D. from the University of Illinois (1971), all in zoology. Dr. Schmidly has been recognized as a distinguished alumnus at both of these institutions.

Dr. Schmidly served as President of the University of New Mexico from 2007 to 2012. Previously he had served as President and CEO of Oklahoma State University from 2003 to 2007; and Vice President of Research, Dean of the Graduate School, and President at Texas Tech from 1996 to 2003. Dr. Schmidly started his academic career at Texas A&M University in 1971, where he eventually served as head of the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences from 1986 to 1992, and Chief Executive Officer and Campus Dean at Texas A&M University at Galveston from 1992 to 1996.

Dr. Schmidly has served on many higher education boards, including the Executive Committee of the International Association of University Presidents; the Council of Presidents, Association of University and Colleges; the Board of Directors, Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities; the Board of Directors, American College and University President’s Climate Commitment; and as a Director and member of the Executive Committee of the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

Dr. Schmidly is an internationally respected researcher and scientific author. He has been inducted into the Texas Hall of Fame for Science, Mathematics, and Technology, which recognizes Texans who have played a major role in significant scientific accomplishments. As a noted scientific naturalist, he has authored 11 natural history and conservation books and more than 150 scientific articles. In addition, Dr. Schmidly received a very prestigious honor when a new species of mouse was named after him—*Peromyscus schmidlyi*. In 2003, Dr. Schmidly was awarded honorary membership in the American Society of Mammalogists, the most prestigious recognition awarded by that international scientific society.

Dr. Schmidly and his wife of 50 years, Janet Knox Schmidly (a 1966 graduate of Texas Tech University), are retired and live in Placitas, New Mexico. They are the parents of two grown children and four grandchildren.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

CONVOCATIONS COMMITTEE
Ms. Laura Heinz, Chair
Prof. Matthew Schlief, Chair-elect
Mr. Ian Barba
Ms. Shelley Barba
Dr. Alan Barenberg
Mr. Jordan Bell
Dr. Shane Blum
Dr. Rhonda Boros
Mr. Thad Brock
Ms. Luciana Cavazos
Dr. Julie Chang
Dr. Danny Choi
Mr. Don Collier
Dr. Fanni Coward
Dr. Mukaddes Darwish
Dr. John Dawson
Prof. Genevieve Durham DeCesaro
Ms. Amiiee Dixon
Dr. Peter Dotray
Ms. Nadia Flores
Dr. Kristi Gaines
Dr. Courtney Gibson
Dr. Rozie Godfrey
Dr. Ben Haugland
Dr. Patricia Hawley
Dr. Vejay Hegde
Ms. Rachna Heizer
Ms. Valerie Hlavaty
Mr. Adam Howard
Dr. Catherine Jai
Mr. Jesse Jou
Dr. David Klein
Dr. Katie Langford
Mr. Lowell Lay
Dr. Jaime Malaga
Dr. Jonathan Marks
Dr. Barent McCool
Mr. Gary McCreary
Ms. Sheon Montgomery
Dr. Mark Moore
Dr. Mary Murimi
Dr. Damian Pantoya
Dr. Diego Pascual
Ms. Michelle Pearson
Dr. Robert Perl
Dr. Comfort Pratt
Mr. Tom Rohrig
Dr. Jhones Sarturi
Ms. Carrye Syma
Mr. Jake Syma
Dr. Anna Tacón
Dr. Marcus Tanner
Dr. Leslie Thompson
Dr. Susan Tomlinson
Dr. Natalia Velikova
Mr. Von Venhuisen
Prof. Seth Warren-Crow
Dr. Richard Watson
Ms. Lynn Whitfield
Dr. Feruzan Williams
Ms. Heidi Winkler
Dr. Aliza Wong
Dr. Joey Young
Dr. Amani Zaier

COLLEGE READERS
Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources –
Dr. David Weindorf
Architecture – Mr. Darrick Wade
Arts & Sciences – Dr. Jorge Iber
Business – Mr. Derrick Ginter
Education – Dr. Douglas Hamman
Engineering – Mr. Derrick Ginter
Graduate School – Dr. Bill Gelber
Honors College – Dr. James E. Brink
Human Sciences – Dr. A. William Gustafson
Media & Communication –
Dr. Todd Chambers
University Programs – Dr. Marcus Tanner
Visual & Performing Arts –
Professor Karl Dent
Wind Energy – Dr. Marcus Tanner

ADMINISTRATIVE REPRESENTATIVES
Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources –
Ms. Savannah Chambers
Architecture – Ms. Anna Martinez-Lopez
Arts & Sciences – Ms. Kim Mills
Business – Ms. Geleah Sharp
Education – Ms. Karen Noles
Engineering – Ms. Tonette Rittenberry
Graduate School – Ms. Vanessa Bara
Honors College – Ms. Cheyenne Belew
Human Sciences – Ms. Ashlee Brown
Media & Communication –
Ms. Julia Heard Witt
University Studies – Ms. Amy Peterman
and Ms. Sarah Schwintz
Visual & Performing Arts –
Ms. Kathy Nordstrom
Wind Energy – Ms. Kacey Marshall

STUDENT BANNER BEARERS
Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources –
Mr. Charles Walker
Architecture – Mr. Zane Tyler Robles
Arts & Sciences – Mr. Benjamin Taylor Sharp
Business – Ms. Sarah Ann Gray
Education – Ms. Brittany Danielle Wharton
Engineering – Ms. Brittany Nicole Purvis
Graduate School –
Mr. Seth Selorm Kwabina Klobodu
Human Sciences – Ms. Katarina Maria Bleier
Honors College
3:00 p.m. – Ms. Arsheen Mohammed Rajan
9:00 a.m. –
Mr. Nestor D. Rodriguez Agudelo
1:30 p.m. – Ms. Srinidhi Marka
Media & Communication –
Ms. Nicole Claire Lundberg
University Programs – Mr. Loren Odes Gish
Visual & Performing Arts –
Ms. Allison Elaine Speziale

FACULTY BANNER BEARERS
3:00 p.m. – Angela Lumpkin, Ph.D.
Chairperson and Professor of Kinesiology and
Sport Management; College of Arts & Sciences
7:00 p.m. – Christopher C. Weiss, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Geosciences;
College of Arts & Sciences
9:00 a.m. – Raymond Flores, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Teacher Education;
College of Education
1:30 p.m. – Dennis Arnett, Ph.D.
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies and
External Relations, John B. Rawls College of Business

LIBRARY BANNER BEARERS
3:00 p.m. – Ms. Jessie Simpson
9:00 a.m. – Dr. David Marshall
1:30 p.m. – Mr. Innocent Awasom

MUSIC ENSEMBLE
The commencement music ensemble is comprised of students from the Texas Tech University School of Music under the direction of Dr. Sarah McKoin. Their participation is funded through the auspices of the Office of the President, Texas Tech University.

PROGRAM
This program was produced by the Office of the Provost in cooperation with the Convocation Committee and the Office of Official Publications at Texas Tech University, Garrett McKinnon, Director, and Cheryl Hedlund, Senior Editor.
Crowned by a Flame symbolizing the Light of Knowledge, the Texas Tech University Presidential Mace is the symbolic staff of the power and authority of the university. It is constructed of lathed and molded bronze that has been rubbed with a layer of 24K gold. The school crest is presented on either side directly under the flame. Hand-rubbed black walnut has been used for the connecting shafts. The mace was designed by Professor Robly A. Glover in the School of Art. Professor Glover's artwork is on display throughout the United States and included in the permanent collections of the Art Institute of Chicago, The Yale Silver Collection, and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.

MACE BEARERS

Graduate School Ceremony
7:00 P.M., MAY 19 ............................................................... SCOTT L. BAUGH, PH.D.
Associate Professor of English
College of Arts & Sciences

Undergraduate Ceremonies
3:00 P.M., MAY 19 ............................................................... DAVID LAMP, PH.D.
Associate Professor of Physics
College of Arts & Sciences

9:00 A.M., MAY 20 ............................................................... ALI NEJAT, PH.D.
Associate Professor of Construction Engineering
Edward E. Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering

1:30 P.M., MAY 20 ............................................................... ALIZA WONG, PH.D.
Associate Dean and Associate Professor of Honors and History
Honors College

GRADUATION HONORS

Graduating seniors who have maintained an overall 4.0 GPA include the following:

Austin Adams  Ameesh Nilesh Dev  Lynley Lewis  Arsheen Mohammed Rajan
Sagar Adhikary  April Garcia  Nicole Lundberg  Mikal Carlos Ramon
Deborah Anne Albus  Arabella Garcia  Laura Mallory Meeks  Jennifer Meagan Ringer
Sara Achraf Alhaj  Dalia Lizvett Garpa  Fnu Midiriyanto  Allie Brooke Rother
Erin Beyer  Loren Odes Gish  Chace Nathan Miller  Chandler Bond Seymore
Rebecca Jean Brewer  Brandon Jake Graham  Parker James Miller  Rushan Shaya
Stephanie Ann Brewer  Janson Brice Graham  Hannah Lee Minton  Benjamin Taylor Sharp
Kimberly Renee Brown  Sarah Ann Gray  Jadyn Taylor Newsom  Daniel Joseph Stark
Shea Allison Burckett  Marguerite Katherine Grubb  Jared Anthony Opperman
Kinsey C’lle Byrd  Amber Abeni Herrera  Devonte Aklee Oree  Elizabeth Anne Stoneham-Perez
Shavanna Joyce Caruso  Jessica Humphrey  Shaunak Girishkumar Patel  Charles Walker
Chirae Elaine Christie  Asmaul Husna Indah  Victoria Mae Patterson  Hannah Elise Walker
Hannah Cleveland  Janet Lee King  Danyelle Dee Pettorini  Holly Kim Warren
Cade Burnett Cobb  Sze Yi Kong  Alex Lynn Priest  Brittany Danielle Wharton
Harrison David Cutler  Courtney Beth Lanham  Brittany Nicole Purvis  Gabrielle Alexandre White

Graduating seniors who have maintained an overall 4.0 GPA include the following:
The **doctoral degree** is the most advanced earned degree conferred by American institutions of higher learning. The doctorate usually represents prolonged periods of advanced study culminating in a dissertation intended to contribute substantially to the body of knowledge on the subject. The most widely sought doctorate is the Doctor of Philosophy, which no longer has an implication of philosophy as the major field of study but represents advanced research in any of the major fields of knowledge.

The **master’s degree** is an academic honor bestowed upon students who have successfully completed work beyond the baccalaureate. Both a thesis and an oral examination are usually but not always required. When applicable, the graduate’s thesis topic is listed.

---

**CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES**

The doctoral degree is the most advanced earned degree conferred by American institutions of higher learning. The doctorate usually represents prolonged periods of advanced study culminating in a dissertation intended to contribute substantially to the body of knowledge on the subject. The most widely sought doctorate is the Doctor of Philosophy, which no longer has an implication of philosophy as the major field of study but represents advanced research in any of the major fields of knowledge.

The master’s degree is an academic honor bestowed upon students who have successfully completed work beyond the baccalaureate. Both a thesis and an oral examination are usually but not always required. When applicable, the graduate’s thesis topic is listed.

---

**DOCTOR OF EDUCATION**

**AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION**

Sharon M. Freeman (*in absentia*)
*Dissertation: An Investigation of Soft Skill Development of California Agricultural Education Students Participating in an FFA Career Development Event*

Major Professors: Steven Frazee and Tim Murphy

**EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP**

Mehmet Bayar
*Dissertation: Investigation of School Leaders’ Transformational Leadership Processes and Behaviors in Nurturing a Mobile Technology Instructional Integration Culture in a Charter School System*

Major Professor: Joseph Claudet

**HIGHER EDUCATION**

Liza Lillian Alonzo
*Dissertation: The Impact of Community Engagement as a Strategy in the Retention of Minority Students at an Urban, Public Commuter Campus*

Major Professor: Dave Louis

David Vincent Arreazola
*Dissertation: Community College Faculty Experiences with Outcomes Assessment and Its Perceived Influence on Teaching and Learning*

Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Aaron Lynn Austin
*Dissertation: An Exploration of Black Male Undergraduate Achievement Utilizing an Anti-Deficit Framework*

Major Professor: Dave Louis

David Barrientos
*Dissertation: Examining the Impact of Community College Career Services on Student Success for Those Enrolled in Developmental Math*

Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Andra Riddle Cantrell
*Dissertation: Sustainability of Performance-based Funding in Texas: Perceptions of Community College Chief Financial Officers*

Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Marissa Guerrero-Longoria
*Dissertation: Experiences of Faculty of Paired Developmental Integrated Reading and Writing and College Composition Courses at a South Texas Community College*

Major Professor: Dimitra Jackson

Avis Woolfolk Horde
*Dissertation: The Effects of Organizational Structure on Academic and Student Affairs Collaboration at a Texas Community College*

Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Jesse Jalomo, Sr.
*Dissertation: Perceptions and Experiences of Former Upward Bound Participants of the Effectiveness of the Program in Supporting Low Socioeconomic Hispanic Students*

Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Ne’Shaun Lynnette Jones
*Dissertation: Exploring the Acquisition of Social Capital Among Ethnically Diverse First-generation Upperclassmen at a Public Four Year Institution*

Major Professor: Dave Louis

Troy Anthony Moran, Sr.
*Dissertation: Leadership Development in Times of Leadership Shortages: A Collective Case Study of Perceptions and Expectations of Texas Community College Presidents and Board Members*

Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Demetric Devoyd Pennie
*Dissertation: Exploring College Leaders’ Critical Incident Experiences Pursuant to Improving Campus Safety Policies during the Mass-shooting Era*

Major Professor: Fred Hartmeister

Erica Lewis Powell
*Dissertation: First Year Student Success Courses in Community Colleges: A Quantitative Analysis of the Relationship Between Faculty Employment Status and Student Success*

Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Thomas Brandon Sullivan
*Dissertation: Examining the Elements that Affect the Predictability of Alumni Participation at a Four Year Private University*

Major Professor: Dimitra Jackson

Bobby Allen Sullivan, Jr.
*Dissertation: Community College Student-Veterans: A Phenomenological Study of Their Experiences with Transition to Postsecondary Education*

Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Fred Henry Wetendorf III
*Dissertation: Community College Baccalaureate Degrees: A Case Study of Internal and External Policy Actor’s Perspectives*

Major Professor: Valerie Paton

---

**SPECIAL EDUCATION**

Michelle Leah Simmons
*Dissertation: The Use of Behavior Specific Praise: A Study of Challenging Behaviors Presented by Students with an Intellectual Disability*

Major Professor: Robin Lock

---

**DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS**

**MUSIC**

Manuel Alejandro Arambula
*Dissertation: John Philip Sousa’s Sisterhood of the States: A Contemporary Performance Edition for the Modern Concert Band*

Major Professor: Sarah McKoin

Vanessa Marie Heuck
*Dissertation: A Grainger Triptych: Three Vocal Folk Songs by Percy Grainger Newly Arranged for Wind Ensemble*

Major Professor: Sarah McKoin

Ross Thomas Ipsen
*Dissertation: Las raíces de la ira: Fernando García’s Tone Poem and Chilean Politics in Music Culture*

Major Professor: David E. Becker

Joshua David Lovell
*Dissertation: Musical Style: The Selected Clarinet Works Of Paul Harvey*

Major Professor: David Shea

Ryan Stuart Smith
*Dissertation: Elelle Symphony; A Wind Band Transcription*

Major Professor: Sarah McKoin
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Gustavo Steiner Neves  
**Dissertation:** Monteverdi’s Opera Heroes: The Vocal Writing for Orpheus and Ulysses  
**Major Professor:** Karl Dent

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY**

AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS

Kazuyoshi Ishida  
**Dissertation:** U.S. Grain Sorghum in Japan: Understanding and Measuring a Declining Market Share  
**Major Professor:** Jaime E. Malaga

Raymond J. March  
**Dissertation:** Self-Regulation in the U.S. Pharmaceutical Market  
**Major Professors:** Conrad Lyford and Adam Martin

AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS AND EDUCATION

Baleshka Renee Brenes Mayorga  
**Dissertation:** Identification of Food Safety Culture Barriers and Measuring Impact of Training for Implementing Effective Charge of FSMA in Honduras and Panama: A Mixed-methods Approach  
**Major Professor:** Todd Brashears

Mark Steven Hainline  
**Dissertation:** Texas Agricultural Science Teachers’ Competency of Educational Law  
**Major Professor:** Scott Burris

ANIMAL SCIENCE

Diana Ivonne Ayala Tejada  
**Dissertation:** Lactobacillus animalis NP51: Detection and Quantification of viable cells and its Effects on Salmonella Montevideo and Escherichia coli O157:H7  
**Major Professor:** Mindy Brashears

William Clay Bursen  
**Dissertation:** Confined versus Conventional Cow-calf Management Systems: Implications for Calf Health  
**Major Professor:** Ryan Rathmann

Alexander James Thompson (in absentia)  
**Dissertation:** Ionophore and Antimicrobial Strategies Alter Live Performance, Carcass Characteristics, and In Vitro Rumen Fermentation Parameters in Beef Cattle  
**Major Professor:** Bradley J. Johnson

BIOLOGY

Narayan Prasad Kandel  
**Dissertation:** Evolution of New World Mamarenavirus, with an Assessment of Population Expansion and Species Delimitation in Their Rodent Reservoirs  
**Major Professor:** Jorge Salazar-Bravo

Ben Qin (in absentia)  
**Dissertation:** The Origins of Multicellularity: Correlation between Morphological and Genomic Complexity in Microorganisms  
**Major Professor:** Sean H. Rice

Elizabeth Frances Waring  
**Dissertation:** Environmental Changes Affect Carbon Assimilation to Different Degrees for Wetland Plants Differing in Nitrogen-use Strategies  
**Major Professor:** Scott Holaday

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jonathan M. Durrant  
**Dissertation:** The Impact of Tax-Haven Operations and Directors on Cash and GAAP Effective Tax Rates  
**Major Professor:** Robert Ricketts

Michael Sean McLeod (in absentia)  
**Dissertation:** The Role of Rhetorical Modes in IPO Firm Uncertainty and Performance  
**Major Professor:** G. Tyge Payne

Hainan Sheng  
**Dissertation:** Option Measures and Stock Return Predictability  
**Major Professors:** Will Armstrong and Jeffrey Mercer

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Shashwati Ujwalkumar Atwe (in absentia)  
**Dissertation:** Pollen Grains for Oral Vaccination  
**Major Professor:** Harvinder Gill

CHEMISTRY

Roya Baghi  
**Dissertation:** Sol-Gel Derived Nanostructure Materials with Possible Applications in Catalysis and Energy Storage  
**Major Professor:** Louisa Hope-Weeks

Chaowen Guo (in absentia)  
**Dissertation:** Quantum Reactive Scattering Quantities in Molecular Physics: New Computational Approaches Based on Quantum Trajectories  
**Major Professor:** William Bill Poirier

Wenjie Li  
**Dissertation:** Studies of Microfluidic Affinity Cell Separation in Bioanalysis for Clinical Applications  
**Major Professor:** Dimitri Pappas

Chandra Sekhar Kunapareddy  
**Dissertation:** Design and Synthesis of Novel [1] Rotaxane Monomers for the Preparation of Slip-link Polymers  
**Major Professor:** David Birney

Cole William Seifert  
**Dissertation:** New Synthetic Methodology for Chiral Amines and Peptides via GAP Technology  
**Major Professor:** Guigen Li

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Angé Hilaire Abena Mbarga  
**Dissertation:** Economic, Technical, and Regulatory Options for Small Drinking Water Systems  
**Major Professor:** Ken Rainwater

Bolaji Adedolapo Afolabi  
**Dissertation:** A Study of Weathered Tempered Glass  
**Major Professor:** Stephen M. Morse

COMPUTER SCIENCE

DongSoo Jang (in absentia)  
**Dissertation:** Security Failure-Tolerant Role-based Access Control (SRBAC)  
**Major Professor:** Michael Shin

John David Leidel  
**Dissertation:** GoblinCore-64: A Scalable, Open Architecture for Data Intensive High Performance Computing  
**Major Professor:** Yong Chen

Pushkar Vishwanath Ogale  
**Dissertation:** Code Review Scope for Integrity Breaches by Insider  
**Major Professor:** Michael Shin

COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Nicole Lynn Black  
**Dissertation:** The Impact of a Suicide Training Program on Master’s Level Counseling Students’ Level of Perceived Self-efficacy  
**Major Professor:** Charles Crews

Krystal Dianne Humphreys  
**Dissertation:** Discerning Generational Shifts in Child and Adolescent Susceptibility to Sex Trafficking  
**Major Professor:** Charles Crews

Brian John Le Clair  
**Dissertation:** Identifying Effective Therapeutic Strategies to Treat Pornography Addiction  
**Major Professor:** Charles Crews

Jill Roselean Willis  
**Dissertation:** Counselor’s Perceptions of Using Bystander Intervention to Address Sexual Assault: A Case Study of College Counselors  
**Major Professor:** Charles Crews

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Meredith Lyn Bell  
**Dissertation:** An Exploration of Classroom Experiences and the Science Self-efficacy of High School Students  
**Major Professor:** Fanni Coward

David Alan Goodman, Jr.  
**Dissertation:** Cognitive Framing of Rural High School Physics Students  
**Major Professor:** Dan Carpenter
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

ENGLISH

Erin N. Bistline (In absentia)  
Dissertation: Changing the Lives of Horses: Anna Sewell’s Black Beauty and the British and American Book Trade  
Major Professor: Sara Spurgeon

Katrina Eleni Prow (In absentia)  
Dissertation: We Are Always at a Bar  
Major Professor: Katie Cortese

Sarah Strozier Viren (In absentia)  
Dissertation: Mine: Essays  
Major Professor: Jill Patterson

ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY

Adric D. Olson (In absentia)  
Dissertation: An Investigation into the Toxicity, Bioconcentration, and Risk of Perfluorooalkyl Substances in Aquatic Taxa  
Major Professor: Todd Anderson

Jeremy Eugene Wilkinson (In absentia)  
Dissertation: Salinity Drives Commensal and Free-living Bacterial Community Structures: Examination of the Microbial Communities of Fish, Water, and Sediment along Salinity Gradients in Two Tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay  
Major Professor: Gregory Mayer

Kimberly Jeanette Wooten  
Dissertation: Distribution of Particulate Matter and Affiliated Chemicals Emitted from Beef Cattle Feed Yards  
Major Professor: Phil Smith

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Noah James Wheeler  
Major Professor: Keith Jones

FINE ARTS

Nicholas Andrew Ewen  
Dissertation: I Served Time at the Brown County Jail: Performing the Past and Forming the Future in a Small Town Museum  
Major Professor: Bill Gelber

Jeanne M. Haggard (In absentia)  
Dissertation: The Effects of Power Dynamics and Social Capital on Cultural Services in Mission Viejo, California: A Case Study  
Major Professor: Brian Steele

Dawn Alyson Schluetz (In absentia)  
Dissertation: Writing Cross Cultural Theatre for Children and Youth: A Case Study of Two Original Plays  
Major Professor: Bill Gelber

GEOSCIENCES

Brock James Burghardt  
Dissertation: Performance Characteristics of Convection-allowing Ensemble Forecasts with Varied Physics Parameterizations  
Major Professor: Brian Ancell

Thomas Allen Shiller II  
Dissertation: Stratigraphy and Paleontology of Upper Cretaceous-Paleogene Strata in Northern Coahuila, Mexico  
Major Professor: Tom Lehman

Timothy Shawn Siwiwinski  
Dissertation: Applications of High-performance Parallel Computing in Analyzing Multi-scale Convective Boundary Layer Flows from WRF-LES  
Major Professor: Song Lak Kang

HIGHER EDUCATION– HIGHER EDUCATION RESEARCH

Elaina Cantrell Robinson  
Dissertation: The Role of Social Capital in the Success of Women Who Have Ascended to Leadership Positions in Higher Education  
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Michael James Keller  
Dissertation: Leadership and Early Indicators of Success in Leadership  
Major Professor: Dave Louis

Kayla J. Tindle  
Dissertation: The Effects of the American Council on Education’s Women’s Leadership Forums on Women Leaders in Higher Education  
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones

Audrey Danielle Wilson  
Dissertation: Commuting Female Doctoral Students: A Qualitative Inquiry Into the Commuting Experience  
Major Professor: Valerie Paton

HOSPITALITY ADMINISTRATION

Mansour Talal A. Alansari  
Dissertation: Beyond 140 Characters: Marketing Effectiveness of Hotel Twitter Accounts in Saudi Arabia  
Major Professor: Natalia Velikova

I Hsuan Shih  
Dissertation: Suggestion or Coercion: Gratuity Envelopes and Hotel Guests’ Tipping Behavior  
Major Professor: Catherine Jai
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Ryan Lowell Tingey
Dissertation: Anxiety, Identity, and Female College Student Heavy Drinking Episodic Drinking
Major Professor: Alan Reifman

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Nanthawan Am-Eam
Dissertation: Maximum Acceptable Frequency of Light Load Weight Lifting
Major Professor: James Smith
Amanda Baty
Dissertation: Quantification of Surgical Team Communication Patterns Related to High Reliability Organization Principles
Major Professor: Timothy Matis

INTERIOR AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Nizar Shzewi Haddad
Dissertation: Do Green Building Strategies Influence Customers’ and Owners’ Perception in the Restaurant Business?
Major Professor: Debajyoti Pati
Ghada Abdulrahman A. Najjar
Dissertation: A Qualitative Exploration of Emotional Responses of People with Bipolar Disorder to the Interior Residential Environment
Major Professor: Debajyoti Pati

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY
Jeffrey Paul Crane
Dissertation: An Exploration of Neurological Markers for the Dynamic of Violence, Alcohol Use Disorder and Attachment in Men
Major Professor: Douglas Smith
Ty Ray Mansfield
Dissertation: A Phenomenological Study of Identity and Relationship Negotiation within Latter-Day Saint (Mormon) Couples with a MtF Gender Variant Partner
Major Professor: Jason Whiting
Mariam Christian Massoud
Dissertation: The Role of Attachment in the Development of Cardiovascular Disease
Major Professor: Kristy Soloski
Denise Alicia Nicholas Williams
Dissertation: Expecting More in Relationships – Implications of Relational Entitlement
Major Professor: Douglas Smith

MATHEMATICS
Xu Niu
Dissertation: Mathematics Prerequisites for Doctoral Level Studies in Finance
Major Professor: Gary Harris

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Ricardo Cruz Lozano
Dissertation: Quantification of Uncertainty in the Communication with Engineering Design Sketches
Major Professor: Stephen Ekwaro-Osie
Muyang He
Dissertation: Experimental Investigation of Thermo-mechanical Degradation of Thin Film Materials by Surface Contact
Major Professor: Chang-Dong Yeo
Peter James McDonough
Dissertation: Limitations and Design Considerations for a Continuously Variable Transmission Utilizing the Conservation of Angular Momentum and Gyroscopic Precession
Major Professor: Alan Barhorst

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Md. Rubul Amin
Dissertation: Effect of Maternal and Child Diet on Childhood Undernutrition in Rural Bangladesh
Major Professor: Mary Murimi
Allison Ann Childress
Dissertation: Gastric Myoelectrical Activity and Satiety in Food Addiction
Major Professors: Nikhil Dhurandhar and Debra Reed
Seth Selorm Kwabina Klobodu
Major Professors: John Dawson and Debra Reed
Mandana Pahlavani
Dissertation: Cellular and Molecular Basis for Omega 3 Polyunsaturated Fatty Acid Regulation of Brown Adipose Tissue
Major Professor: Naima Moustaid-Moussa
Nadeejja Niranjaliie Wijayatunga
Dissertation: Adipose Depot-specific Differences in Gene and MicroRNA Expression of High Fat Fed Mice and Changes in Inflammation and Metabolism following Bariatric Surgery in Humans
Major Professor: Naima Moustaid-Moussa

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Yue Xiao
Major Professors: Hossein Emadibaladehi and Mohamed Soliman

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Lisa Leanne Baxter
Dissertation: Novel Grazing Management Strategies for the Southern High Plains
Major Professor: Charles West
Chenhui Li
Dissertation: Carbon Sequestration and Soil Health in Conservation Reserve Program Grasslands in the Southern High Plains
Major Professors: Jennifer Moore-Kucera and David Weindorf
Curtis Schaefer
Dissertation: Cotton Maturity and the Irrigation Timing Paradigm
Major Professor: Glen Ritchie

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Miyuki Kubo
Dissertation: Missing Women in Japanese Elections: The Institutional Basis of Female Underrepresentation
Major Professor: Dennis Patterson

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Carmen Lynell Bahn-Kraatz
Dissertation: Postsecondary Individualized Transition Planning for Students with Low-incidence Disabilities: A Parental Perspective
Major Professor: Robin Lock
Lisa Ann Smith
Dissertation: Public School, General Education, Elementary and Middle School Teachers’ Perceptions of Preparedness to Teach Children with High Functioning Autism and Asperger’s Syndrome to Read
Major Professor: Robin Lock

SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Guy W. Bates, Jr.
Dissertation: A Systems Analysis of Sustainable Groundwater Management in California: Homology and Isomorphism with Monetary Policy
Major Professor: Mario Beruvides
Gregory Paul Jetton
Dissertation: Examining the Factors Considered Important by Potential Engineering Students when Making College Going Decisions
Major Professor: Milton Smith
Guillermo Antonio Rodriguez
Dissertation: Indexing Approximations and Optimizations in Search Systems
Major Professor: Mario Beruvides

18 TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION AND RHETORIC

Sarah Katrina Robblee (In absentia)  
Dissertation: Identifying Editing Strategies for Grant Proposals: Results of Coding Editors’ Approaches to Comments, Comment Types, and Edit Types  
Major Professor: Angela Eaton

Brandon Carl Strubberg  
Major Professor: Amy Koerber

WILDLIFE, AQUATIC, AND WILDLANDS SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT

De Gao  
Dissertation: Biogeography of Herpetofaunas in the West Indies and Alien Invasion  
Major Professor: Gad Perry

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Maribel Calzada  
Erick Michael Carrasco  
Jimmy Lee Craig  
Joel Dario Duenas  
Sergio Alberto Elizondo  
Aaron Scott Fisher  
Sergei Jonathan Frizzell  
Alexander Cornell Griffin  
Jacqueline Guerra  
Emmanuel Jimenez  
Bryan Anthony Johnson  
Arturo Loya II  
Joshua Brock Medrano  
Karla Nathallie Murillo Chico  
Ismael Olivares  
Rosalie Ann Ortega-Gose  
Jacob J. Prado  
Lauren Marie Saab  
Harrison Michael South  
Aubrey van Niekerk  
Fabiola Vazquez  
Christopher Charles Verette  
Dylan Carter Wells

MASTER OF ART EDUCATION

Jennifer Lynne Fisk  
Hallee Victoria Harper  
Sarah Elizabeth Spano

MASTER OF ARTS

ANTHROPOLOGY

Katherine Madeline Winter Hall  
Jonathan Michael Welch (In absentia)  
Thesis: 41BX274: Data Collection of Remote Sensing Anomalies and the Jacal Structure at the Perez Ranch in Bexar County, TX

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Shelby Loryn Cearley

ECONOMICS

Kubra Nur Aric

ENGLISH

Connor Michael Campbell  
Rachel Victoria De Leon  
Kevin Robertson Devine  
Jill Murphy Elberson  
Colleen Elizabeth Harrison  
Clintond Ervin Morrison, Jr.  
Thesis: Dialogues on Death and Grace in MS Cotton Nero A.x  
Trevor Esca Pace  
Iracema Margarita Quintero  
Thesis: The Contemporary Uses of Mestizaje in Film and Literature: Employing Chicana Modes of Consciousness and Decoloniality as Resistance and Empowerment  
Emma Paige Lyle Sutton  
Mary Elizabeth White

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Noah James Wheeler

HISTORY

Nathaniel Jacob Collier (In absentia)  
Mansell Christian Gilmore  
Joel Andrew Mathews  
Thesis: Les Nouveaux Sans-Culottes: A Social History of ROMADs During the Vietnam War  
Garret James McDonald (In absentia)  
Thesis: Prisoners at War: Soviet Forced Labor and the Second World War  
Billie Dean Randolph  
Jase Dellwyn Lyle Sutton

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Kayla Celeste Holloway  
Brett J. Jordan  
Adam Vincent Kirsch  
Jani Sue Manring (In absentia)  
John Arthur Mcconagigill  
Luis Alfredo Morales  
Cody Tyler Peck  
Lauren Brianna Picon

LANGUAGES AND CULTURES

Manuela Saavedra  
Ryan Dean Scheckel  
Ashlann Morgan Wood

MASTER OF AGRICULTURE

Caren Lisbeth Ayala Tejada  
Ryan Joe Dewit

MASS COMMUNICATIONS

Holly Sultan Mohammad Alali  
Ibrahim A Alobahram  
Thesis: Gender Portrayal and Stereotypes in Television Advertisements: An Analysis of Three Channels in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia  
Xiomara Denisse Anzaldua  
Vladimir Santiago Arias Sanchez (In absentia)  
Thesis: Communication Apprehension in Tinder  
Nicholas Wayne Binger  
Nicole Anne Enriquez Casperson  
Caroline Ann Christmann  
Britni Ann Cook  
Nathan Collins Kirksey  
Macy Alexandra Martinez  
Brennen Dakota McGinty (In absentia)  
Monica Elena Ortiz  
Makenzee Jade Spruill  
Shannon Taylor Sudduth  
Sarah Self-Walbrick

MATHEMATICS

Keely Renee Green  
Sandi Norene Hansen  
Taylor Nicole Kirkpatrick  
Chen Miranda  
Katherine Loraine See (In absentia)

PHILOSOPHY

Justin Robert Brittain (In absentia)  
Jack Edward Byers (In absentia)  
Daniel H. Moss  
Paul Jaeheyun So  
Jose-Miguel Rosillo-Cevallos  
Tanner Michael Walsh  
Tanner Michael Walsh

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Britt Michael Bearden  
Yonathan A Hailu
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

PSYCHOLOGY
Alexis Ademir Arevalo (In absentia)
Emma Kathryn Evanovich (In absentia)

Thesis: Evaluating the Construct Validity of Distress Tolerance: A Multi-wave Study

Gabriella Alexandria Grimaldo

Thesis: Exploring the Relation between Internalized Mental Health Stigma and Smoking Behavior Among Veterans

Elizabeth Ortiz Gonzalez (In absentia)

Thesis: Externalizing Behavior Problems in Young Latino Children: Examining the Relationship between Maternal Acculturative Stress, Perceived Parenting Self-efficacy and Traditional Cultural Values

Thomas John Parkman (In absentia)

Thesis: Exploring the Association Between Youth Body Mass Index (BMI) and Trait Self Esteem, and the Potential for Mediation by Perceptions of Weight-based Teasing

Muqaddas Sarwar

In absentia

Table: GRADUATE CANDIDATES

ROMANCE LANGUAGES
Aleksandra Aleksić

Andrew Joseph Cosper (In absentia)

Gerardo Cuellar

Joana Paola Guerrero Rodriguez

Marine Audrey Magali Roussat

Thesis: Identités Troublées, Identités Troublantes

SOCIOLGY
Bethany Anne Disque

Thesis: “I’m Not One of Those Kids”: Military Veterans and Their Troubled Transitions into Higher Education

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION AND INNOVATION
April Andrea Chavez

Guadalupe Cruz

Gwendolyn Anne Laster

Dustin Miles

Kaitlin Isabel Thogmartin

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
Michelle Mae Bangson

Aubrey Carol Banning

Shayla Monet Correw

Bailey Sinclaire Cundiff

Amilia Natasha Evans

Wilfredo A. Flores (In absentia)

Aryln Lindi Ragsdale

Janis Annette Rizzo

Elizabeth Marie Thorpe

THEATRE ARTS
Aaron James Wood

Thesis: Performing Masculine Perfection: Eugen Sandow's American Male Ideal

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

GENERAL BUSINESS
Jenson M. Abraham

Donald Tobey Matthew Auld

Bailey Morgan Bell

Nichole Marie Birdsong

Olatade Ifeyori Bolari

Myndi Kristine Burkhaltar

Bryce David Butterfield

Jonàe Victoria Chavez

Robert Slade Clark

Chelsea Ryanne Clark

Tanner Patrick Culp

Brant Wayne Cummings

Joshua Chase Cypert

Noe De La Cerda

Logan Kori Denmy

Lee Ann Denman

Sydney Kate Denny (In absentia)

Matthew Clark Deom

Nikita Dhir

Blake Michael Evans

David Anthony Fernandez

Caleb James Fisher (In absentia)

Garet Kempton Garza

Brent Garza

Tyler Colin Gillespie (In absentia)

Ahmad Omar Hadri

Keirsten Brittany Hamilton

Jessica Marie Hartzler

James David Henderson

Kelly Ann Herdman

Dean Homen

Stephanie Taylor Jackson (In absentia)

Stephanie Amelia James

Deonte Lamont Jefferson

Philip Mathew Karimpananmil

Dakota Weston Kilcrease

Michael Neville Leonard

Jacob Layne Longbotham

Randy Edward Lopez

Yvette Yulianna Lopez

Jason Scott Lowry

Keaton Nolan Luth

Luke Luttrel

Andrew Ameche Maduneme

Cindy Stephannie Maravilla

Matthew James McCutchen

Dustin Grant Mook

Rajesh Nambar (In absentia)

Aye Annick-karrell Marie-Therese Nanguy

Tammy Duy Nguyen

Evon Peter Nix

Victoria Elizabeth Oakes (In absentia)

Gabyhayes Gabriel Opusunju (In absentia)

James Billingslea Peebles III

Andrew Lorne Philp

Austin James Price (In absentia)

William Hamilton Rice, Jr.

Robert P. Rodriguez

Derek James Schaffenburg

Stephen Winfield Sedwick

Aqsa Siddiqui

Neal Darren Simon

David W. Smith

Adam Russell Stevens

Alyssa Nicole Taylor (In absentia)

Jessica Sophia Teyuca

Matthew Wayne Upchurch

Brooke Denise Walterscheid

Deontae Dontrall Wherry

Alexandria Armstrong Ybarra

Erik Zaduri

MASTER OF EDUCATION

COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Wade J. Bagley

Cheryl Barnes

Terri R. Beard

Jonathan William Buchalter

Cynthia Ann Chavez

Kristi Jill Hinojosa (In absentia)

Diana L. Lorber

Jeremy Blake McGee

Matthew R. Perry

Jennifer Rae Rivera

Mandi Renae Salazar

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Muslat Mohammed Alsubaie

Thesis: The Role of Communication Skills in Learning and Using the Second Language: Perspectives from College ESL Students

Ashley Richardson Boone

Andrea Brianna Compton

Jana Deann Joy

Olivia Mendoza

Ashton Emily Munoz

Nicolie Marie Pool

Hollie Ann Robinson

Ananthi Sankaranarayanan

Daniela Susana Torres

Jillian Sidney Waldron

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Jennifer E. Adams

Jordan Chance Leverett (In absentia)

Darla Nichelle Walker

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
James R. Durham, Jr.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Morgan Danielle Brannon

Jennifer Jean Gruber

Lisa Janine James

Heather Nicole Johnson

Andrew Ray Leininger

Andrew Paul Palladino

Rachel Elizabeth Probst

Timothy Kendall Topper
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Zachary Brusko (In absentia)  
Justin M. Holland  
Max Worth Raspberry  
Elizabeth Ann Ratto  
Mark L. Roberts

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Amanda Gail Adams  
Shareen D. Anderson (In absentia)  
Irfana Arshad  
Roger Gonzales Barrett  
Stephanie Renee Bell  
Brandi Michelle Boles  
Taylor Elizabeth Bolin  
Vanessa Janeth Botello  
Brandi Jackson Browning  
Alicia Rishanda Bryant  
Joyce F. Cain (In absentia)  
Kayla Jane Cox  
Jessica Caitlin Dahl Hatton  
Jeaton M. Euler  
Sonnie M. Frankenstein  
Meagan Katherine Garner  
Bea Linda Garza  
Gillian Graves Gibbon  
Matthew Wallace Gibson  
Kristina Miranda Gonzalez (In absentia)  
Barbara Jan Green  
Tiffany Ann Hamblin  
Andrea Kay Hinton  
Heather Marie Hodges  
Christi Luhn Hohlt  
Dianna Cristina Samora Hulett  
Deanna Theresa Keene  
Linda Kaye Kelly (In absentia)  
Danielle Hudspeth King  
Kimberly Rucker Klingbeil  
Pamela Kay Koster  
Amy Michelle Krake  
Haley Renee Lemaire  
Yasmin Love  
Michele Hamilton Markee  
Valentina Carolina Medellin  
Erin Danielle Mounce  
Carissa Nicole Penny  
Ana Katrina Ramirez  
David Michael Reinfeld  
Susan Reese Schultz  
Lindsey Michelle Shepherd Gurley  
Kendra M. Stewart  
Christina Marie Swingle  
Kristen Tuttle Urbanovsky (In absentia)  
Kyle Patrick Wigley  
Marcala Shalon Wiley  
Christopher Michael Woods

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Kendall Shae Chattman  
Esteban Gonzalez  
Spenser Joseph Harvey  
Elaine Chang Hung  
Annabelle Louise Johnson  
Samantha Mendez  
Stephanie Alejandra Mendoza  
Meghan Elaine Robertson  
Bret James Thompson  
Jon Chenmeng Vue

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

ART

Carolina Arellanos  
Nicolle LaMere  
Marissa Annika Matthias  
Alexis Deshauna McGrigg  
Amy Sue Porter (In absentia)  
Noah David Wakefield

THEATRE ARTS

Imma Joy Curl  
Kelsey Diana Fisher-Waits  
Richard Wade Reeves (In absentia)  
Sara Elizabeth Skar

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Kelly Ann Aaron  
Michael K. Ross

MASTER OF MUSIC

Devin Andrew Collins  
Matthew Ross Crisman  
Casey Caleb Edwards  
Christopher Cassel Jorns  
Baron Bryant Lyle  
Juan Miguel Ramirez  
Jorge Arnulfo Ramos Fernández (In absentia)  
Leslie Suzanne Ratner (In absentia)

MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION

Excel Michael Haonga  
Katelyn Ellen Losos

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Sidra Bhatti  
Duncan Eric Brown, Jr.  
Jacqueline Butler  
Edwina Amanda Chea

MASTER OF SCIENCE

AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS

Karlynn Louise Eaves  
Thesis: The Costs and Benefits of Yield and Minimum Income Insurance to Rural Agricultural Households in Ethiopia  
Glenn Lucas Furton  
Lauren Elizabeth Hamilton  
Gonzalo Cristian Macera (In absentia)

AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS

Jessica Mallory Corder  
Thesis: Evaluating the College Experience of Graduating Seniors in the Texas Tech Agricultural Communications Degree Program  
Jenna Lee Crayton  
Thesis: Crisis Management Preparation of Wisconsin County Fairs  
Delaine Aleene Crist  
Thesis: An Exploration of Career Decision Making Abilities of Undergraduate Students within the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources at Texas Tech University  
Sondra Mary Lohse  
Thesis: Exploration of Personal and Institutional Factors that Influence Application for Distance Delivered Programs in Agricultural Communications  
Tyler Victoria O'Neal  
Thesis: Viewer Quality of Experience of Student Produced Agriculturist Videos

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Brittany Clare Allen (In absentia)  
Dennis Wayne Kinkead, Jr.

ANIMAL SCIENCE

Abdullah Amer A. Alrumaith  
Thesis: Effects of Dry Rolled Corn Reconstitution Using Sorghum Silage, and Irrigations Level of Corn Silage on Nutrient Profile and In Vitro Disappearances  
Amy Leann Petry  
Thesis: Applications of Alternative Technologies, Intelligent Dual-energy X-ray Absorptiometry (iDXA) and Infrared Imaging, in Swine Sciences  
Hailey Nicole Wooten  
Thesis: Development of Pharmaceutical Strategies to Mitigate the Negative Effects of Stress on Pigs Undergoing Segregated Early Weaning (SEW)
## GRADUATE CANDIDATES

### APPLIED PHYSICS

- **Bader Ali Alharbi**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC

### ARCHITECTURE

- **Shakil Ahmad Shamul**: Thesis: Alive by Material: A Study of Dielectric Polymer as a Material with Intrinsic Kinetic Properties for Architectural Application
- **Nazanin Alsadat Tabatabaie Anaraki**: Thesis: Fashion Design Aid System with Application of Interactive Genetic Algorithms

### ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE

- **Abby Lynn Kenyon**: Thesis: Using Mobile Doppler Radar Observations of Gust Fronts to Infer Buoyancy Deficits within Thunderstorm Outflow
- **Kaitlin Ann Rutt**: Thesis: Investigating the Convergence of Boundary Layer Properties as a Function of Grid Spacing within WRF-LES

### BIOENGINEERING

- **Caleb Joshua Shaw**: Thesis: Using Mobile Doppler Radar Observations of Gust Fronts to Infer Buoyancy Deficits within Thunderstorm Outflow

### BIOLOGY

- **Belinda Mitchell Dcosta**: Thesis: Spatial and Temporal Variation in Resin Defense and Growth Investment Across Three Subsections of *Pinus* from West Texas Mountains
- **Erik Michael Lindberg**: Thesis: Spatial and Temporal Variation in Resin Defense and Growth Investment Across Three Subsections of *Pinus* from West Texas Mountains

### BIOTECHNOLOGY

- **Adnan Ahmed**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Angelit Fernandes**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Aimable Habimana**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Adrian Quintana**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*

### BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

- **Brooke Elizabeth Bengford**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **Damion K. Branch**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **James Blythe Burns**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **Kevin Craig Conley**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **Craig Marshall Condon**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **Brennan Lee Ehlers**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **Gabriel Adrian Hinojosa**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **John Douglas Moore III**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **Garrett Matthew Nelson**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **Chengjun Zhu**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC

### CHEMICAL BIOLOGY

- **Madison Dawn Keller**: Thesis: The Effect of Amphotericin B on Yeast Growth and the Isolation and Identification of Sterols for Protozoan Protein X-ray Crystallography
- **Medhaneh Elas Kidane**: Thesis: 26,27-Dehydrolanosterol and Cholesterol 5,7,22,24-tetraenol are Suicide Substrates of Sterol Methyl Transferase in *Acanthamoeba castellanii*
- **Maja Milankovic**: Thesis: Probing Sterol Biosynthesis and Checkpoint Enzymes in *Naegleria gruberi* for Treatment of Amoeba Diseases
- **Olga P. Peregrino Estrada**: Thesis: Biochemical Studies in the Elucidation of Genes Involved in Tropane Alkaloid Production in *Erythroxylum coca* and *Erythroxylum novogranatense*
- **Boden Hollis Vanderloop**: Thesis: Cloning, Functional Expression, and Characterization of *Acanthamoeba castellanii* and *Naegleria gruberi* C-24 Sterol Methyltransferase

### CHEMISTRY

- **Pei Zhang (In absentia)**: Thesis: Analytical Studies of Materials for Energy Conversion

### COMPUTER SCIENCE

- **Nikitha Arni Mahesh**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Phani Cherukuri**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Yuan Cui**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Vinay Arvind Deshpande**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Supra Jyotsna Jampa**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Aravind Kattamuri**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Manohar Kotapati**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Priyanka Kumatzi**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Yuan Li**: Thesis: Integrating Logical Reasoning and Probabilistic Graphical Models for Spoken Dialog System

### ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

- **Sahand Abbasi Sarabestani**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Fares Saad Alsaygh**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Scott Cameron Hill**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*
- **Apoorva Pratapsing Rane**: Thesis: The Effect of Hydrolytic Activity on the Degradation of Chitin in the Presence of Chitinase from *Aspergillus niger*

### ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY

- **Courtney Rae Alexander**: Thesis: Reducing Salinity with Cultivation Practices and Products on Golf Course Fairways

### FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

- **Christina Ann Barrientos**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **Tina Nicole Hicks**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
- **Emily Frances Steele**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC

### FOOD SCIENCE

- **Mansour Galib Alnajrani**: Thesis: Comparison of Swabbing, Rinsing, and Grinding as Sampling Methods for the Recovery of Indicator Microorganisms on Beef Trimmings
- **Ashton Elise Barker**: Thesis: Comparison of Swabbing, Rinsing, and Grinding as Sampling Methods for the Recovery of Indicator Microorganisms on Beef Trimmings

### FORENSIC SCIENCE

- **Tatiana Maria Blanco Alvarez**: Thesis: Related Factors to Aggression in Correctional Officers from Costa Rica
- **Courtney Lea Brown**: Thesis: Arsenic Fed Piglets: Assessing Arsenic Levels in Decomposing Pig Tissues and Soil Samples
- **Rebecca Camacho Souchet (In absentia)**: Thesis: Assessing Arsenic Levels in Decomposing Pig Tissues and Soil Samples

### GEOSCIENCES

- **Matthew Paul Fisher**: Thesis: Round Robin Comparison of Composition Based Mineralogical Studies of Unconventional Reservoir
- **Matthew Lee Garnett**: Thesis: Proterozoic Rock Fabrics, New Insight from the Northern Monte Largo Shear Zone, Capilla Peak, Manzano Mountains, Central New Mexico, USA
- **Paul Alexander Moore (In absentia)**: Thesis: Conodont Biostratigraphy of the Middle Pennsylvanian Sandia Formation and Lower Gray Mesa Formation in North-Central New Mexico

### HORTICULTURE SCIENCE

- **Li Li**: Thesis: Same Column Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy Based on HDC
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

HOSPITALITY AND RETAIL MANAGEMENT
Mark Kelbel
Wen-Ting Liao
John Parker Long
Paige Marie Peterman (In absentia)

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Kelsey Leigh O’Neall
Ononefe Oriere
Marshall Jacob Thornhill (In absentia)
Stephanie Karen Wuthnow
Fei Yang

KINESIOLOGY
Stefan Y. Bakun
Tyler Reed Cook
Rachel Marie Durham-Keylon
James Cory Harty
Ana Patricia Hernandez
Kyle Tracy Judson
Melissa Michelle Linstrom
Austin Yeager Martin
Ivan Amin Nayfeh
Gary Julius Newell
Sara Ilene Ovandipour
Jose Pineda
Andrea Lauren Raymond
Thesis: The Effect of L-citrulline Supplementation on Gait Performance in Older Adults
Carlie Lange Reynolds
Samuel Scott Ryan
Kyle Morgan Thompson
Victor Adrian Uribe
Joshua Luke Woodward

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY
Kaitlyn Alexandra Milstead (In absentia)
Thesis: Professionals’ Perceptions Medication Use within the Adolescents Foster Care System Population
John Blake Keith Purcell

MATHEMATICS
Anthony David Gruber
Md Nazmul Hassan (In absentia)
Kaniz Fatema Nipa (In absentia)
Kristen Elise Weasenforth

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Dylan Austin Bailey (In absentia)
Thesis: Does Higher Protein Quality Breakfast Reduce Energy Intake when Following a Weight Loss Diet Plan?
Megan Rene Byrom
Kelsey Shay Jones
Taylor Shaye Smith

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Nahhal Fahad A. Alazzam
Nicholas Tyson Bowman
Abby Danill Brown
Julian A. Casillas
Jessica Correa
John Rawles Fulgham IV
Sterling Joseph Gray
Richard William Harrison
Peter C Hayward
Lizeth M. Jaquez
Jamie Noel Leatham
Brian Douglas Libby
Leo O’Connor, Jr.
Cale Everett Olbert
Kenia A. Ontiveros
Joshua Ruben Ortiz
Robert Bruce Reay
Tony Rieck (In absentia)
Keeli Nicole Rogers
Peter Sikorski
Jana Leigh Simons
Colin Slabach
Keven J. Stratton, Jr.
Austen Tyler Wright
Ashley Yaebae Yi
Yan Yu

PHYSICS
Fahad Turki Aldawsari
Thesis: Laser-Based Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy (FPM)
Mohammed Ibrahim Alfaraj
Thesis: Same Row Multiplexing Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy based on HDC
Mohammed Saadi Alotaibi
Thesis: 1-D Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy
Abdullah Fahad Alzayed
Thesis: Laser-Based Dual Space Microscopy (DSM)
Paul Nicholas Bennet
Hira Farooq (In absentia)
Robert Hartsfield Gedies
Thesis: Automatic Determination of Illumination Directions from Fourier Plane Images
Kamal Lamicshane
Thesis: Search for 750 GeV Resonance in MonoZ channel at CMS Experiment
Arlo Ray Osler

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Nicholas R. Gallington (In absentia)
Kelsey M. House
Roshan Subhash Kulkarni
Richard Jonathan Roper
Thesis: Evaluation of the In-furrow Nematicide Velum Total for Management of Meloidogyne incognita in Cotton

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Clay Jeffery Elmore
Tyler William Lee
Chase Harrison Louthan
Kristopher Alynn Lane Plunkett
Brooke Nicole Scott
Robert Francis Strobel III
Caitlin J. Towle
Joey Mario Villarreal

STATISTICS
Basitha Kavinga Hewa Weallage
Kallie Judge
Danna N Naser
Quinn Douglas Pearce
Huiyan Shao (In absentia)
Thesis: Splines on Disk and Cylindrical Domains with Application to MRI Reconstruction

WILDLIFE, AQUATIC, AND WILDLANDS SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Olivia Ann Kost
Thesis: The Influence of Grassland Restoration and Weather Patterns on Avian Species within the Coastal Prairie Ecoregion
Natassia Rene Mitchell
Thesis: Assessment of Golden Eagles in the Southern Great Plains and Trans Pecos Regions
Sasha Danielle Soto
Thesis: Consideration of Biotype to Improve Invasive Species Management

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Jonathan E. Achivida
Sade Michelle Adeniji
Oscar I. Argueta
Cara Nicole Aric
Keegan Baird Beall (In absentia)
Emily Lyons Beazley
Lacy Mays Blake
Jack Ryan Brown
John Logan Buckner
Brett Joseph Butler
Preston Todd Callen
Allison Renee Camp
Andrew A. Carmichael
Cristin Mae Cash
Devyn Castillo
Chirae Elaine Christie
Auty Chad Crawford
Anthony Colton Culpepper
John Ryan Curtis
Travis Erwin Dale
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GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Taylor Ann Duckworth
Alexander Bryant Dunn III
Kristina Michelle Duskin
Joseph Edward Eckelkamp
Mitchell Eugene Edwards
Walter Charles Enderle II
Michael C. Friedrichsen
Christine Maria George
Marguerite Katherine Grubb
Gilberto Guerrero, Jr.
Katherine Renée Guttery
Loren Nicole Hall
Brady Cole Harvey
Sara Elizabeth Hathaway
Gilberto Hernandez, Jr.
Nicholas George Hiatt
Hunter Jacob Hill
Cooper G. Hudson
Daniel Anthony Jaime IV
Kristen Faith Jenkins Mahan
Michael K. Johnson
David Craig Johnson
Trey Alexander Johnson
Allison Marie Jones
Tyler Nicholas Kaschak
Madison Makinze Kauffman
Shannon Rae Killough
Amanda Leigh Knabe
Luke David Knott
Hayley Lane Marschall
Dimitrios Athanasiou (In absentia)
Cameron Lane Ballman
Jillian Leigh Calvit
Kitt Katherine Crabb
Kitt Katherine Creeb
Satya Chaitanya Gedela
Ahmed Redha Gheraba
Cheng-Ta Cho
Mai Thi Phuong Dinh
Ankur Falor
Abhishek Kumar
Momeneh Moradiafarpoli
Xueda Shi
Yyes Malaba Tshimanga
Yves Malaba Tshimanga
Amir Hossein Javid
Shardul Vinay Gargate
Charv Al Ghodekar
Theres-Alice Hesslau
Akhila Reddy Kethiredy
Abhijeet Mukund Chavan
Avishek Choudhury
Ameya Narendra Deshpande
Ramyar Feizi (In absentia)
Sandeep Kumar Neela
Subrina Sultana Noureen
Thejaswani Putta
Kirk Alan Rainwater
Sanchari Sen
Pouyan Rezaie
Shana Marie Norris
Taylor Eugene Ott
Jordan Powell
Zachary Tate Powell
Ashley Brianna Salinas
Brent Michael Sanborn
Oscar Santillan
Kasi Rene Seay (In absentia)
Irima Y. Simental
Aimee Razzlee Slaton
Corey James Smyth
Leanna Nicole Spencer
Matthew Tyler Stroble
Ryan Will Tatum
Brooks David Teeter
Lauren Michelle Thomas
Allison Timlin
William Panos Tsioumas
W Tyler Steelman Underwood
Michelle Erin Van Baalen
Eli Lusiahiho Vasquez
Kevin Vincent Vaz

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Cheng-Ta Cho
Mai Thi Phuong Dinh
Ankur Falor
Abhishek Kumar
Momeneh Moradiafarpoli
Xueda Shi
Yyes Malaba Tshimanga
Yves Malaba Tshimanga
Amir Hossein Javid
Suraj Dhoj Khadka
Chad Michael Mikulec
Seyed Mehdi Mousavi Ghorabaee
Trevor Reed Nolan
Dina Pedroza
Alan Eduardo Salazar Rosales
Hamidehra Sharifan
Lakshmanan Somasundaram
Saiqa Mustari Susmita
Tea Vrtlar
Tiancheng Wang
Adrian Zermeno

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Dimitrios Athanasiou (In absentia)
Cameron Lane Ballman
Jillian Leigh Calvit
Kitt Katherine Crabb
Satya Chaitanya Gedela
Ahmed Redha Gheraba
Amir Hossein Javid
Suraj Dhoj Khadka
Chad Michael Mikulec
Seyed Mehdi Mousavi Ghorabaee
Trevor Reed Nolan
Dina Pedroza
Alan Eduardo Salazar Rosales
Hamidehra Sharifan
Lakshmanan Somasundaram
Saiqa Mustari Susmita
Tea Vrtlar
Tiancheng Wang
Adrian Zermeno

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Boker Othman B. Agili
Yousef Khaled Alsanie
Likhitha Reddy Baddam
Kenan Brent Blackerby
Davis Brennan Branch
William Paul Feilner
Teja Geddamuri
Emily Ann Hirsch
Abhijeet Mukund Chavan
Avishek Choudhury
Ameya Narendra Deshpande
Ramyar Feizi (In absentia)
Sandeep Kumar Neela
Subrina Sultana Noureen
Thejaswani Putta
Kirk Alan Rainwater
Sanchari Sen
Pouyan Rezaie
Shana Marie Norris
Taylor Eugene Ott
Jordan Powell
Zachary Tate Powell
Ashley Brianna Salinas
Brent Michael Sanborn
Oscar Santillan
Kasi Rene Seay (In absentia)
Irima Y. Simental
Aimee Razzlee Slaton
Corey James Smyth
Leanna Nicole Spencer
Matthew Tyler Stroble
Ryan Will Tatum
Brooks David Teeter
Lauren Michelle Thomas
Allison Timlin
William Panos Tsioumas
W Tyler Steelman Underwood
Michelle Erin Van Baalen
Eli Lusiahiho Vasquez
Kevin Vincent Vaz

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Madeline L. Bergmann
Elham Davoodi
Abhijeet Mukund Chavan
Avishek Choudhury
Ameya Narendra Deshpande
Ramyar Feizi (In absentia)
Sandeep Kumar Neela
Subrina Sultana Noureen
Thejaswani Putta
Kirk Alan Rainwater
Sanchari Sen
Pouyan Rezaie
Shana Marie Norris
Taylor Eugene Ott
Jordan Powell
Zachary Tate Powell
Ashley Brianna Salinas
Brent Michael Sanborn
Oscar Santillan
Kasi Rene Seay (In absentia)
Irima Y. Simental
Aimee Razzlee Slaton
Corey James Smyth
Leanna Nicole Spencer
Matthew Tyler Stroble
Ryan Will Tatum
Brooks David Teeter
Lauren Michelle Thomas
Allison Timlin
William Panos Tsioumas
W Tyler Steelman Underwood
Michelle Erin Van Baalen
Eli Lusiahiho Vasquez
Kevin Vincent Vaz

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Madeline L. Bergmann
Elham Davoodi
Thesis: The Influence of Loading on Crystallization Behavior of Bulk Metallic Glasses
Dinidu Tharanga Gunasena
Thesis: Impedance of Circular Tubes with Slowly Varying Cross-sections for Unsteady Laminar Flow
Lucas Clint Mackey (*in absentia*)
Quoc Kien Nguyen
Thesis: A Flexible Capacitance Sensor Integrated Micropump for Precise Volume Control
Rajath Anantha Rao

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING**

Bhavya Batra
Daniel Medina Sada
Oluwabukunmi Omolola Oyediji
Roshan Ramprasad Shetty
Jeffrey Scott Sorbo

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT**

Jesus Geraldo Flores II
Michael Gerhart Perman (*in absentia*)

**MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK**

Amanda Lola Alade
Justin John Bontke (*in absentia*)
Christopher Norman Chamberlain
Noelle Anne Hon
Molly Roxanne Kruse
Ashley Jennings Kuehl
Kayla Marie Le Vine
Angela Ruth Martinez
Whitney Lynn Moore
Robert J. Murphy III
Olatoun Abidemi Okediji
Carley Michelle Pierce
Michelle B. Reyes
Elizabeth Christine Richards
Ian Cole Watts

Olabode Thomas Ajibola
Alejandro Fernandez Arellano
Zeeshan Ul Haq
Ahmed Ali GH Mansour
Thesis: Limitation of EOR Application in Tight Oil Formation
Jie Sheng (*in absentia*)
The bachelor's degree represents completion of a four-year course of college-level study and is the oldest academic degree awarded by American institutions of higher learning.

Graduation with Honors is a distinction that is noted on diplomas and transcripts and receives special recognition at graduation ceremonies. Undergraduates who complete their work with a cumulative grade point average of 3.9 or above are graduated Summa Cum Laude; 3.7 to 3.89, Magna Cum Laude; 3.5 to 3.69, Cum Laude. Those who graduate from the Honors College after acquiring 24 Honors credit hours graduate “with Honors.” Those who also complete an Honors thesis or project consisting of six additional hours graduate “with Highest Honors.”
**FOOD SCIENCE**
Erin Shaun Beyer1,4
Makenzie Catherine Miller2,4
Claudia Santillan
2nd Degree: Biochemistry

**INTERDISCIPLINARY AGRICULTURE**
Brandon Alan Albus
Kendall Nicole Alexander
Lane William Baker
Landry Wayne Barton
Kyle Louis Batenhorst
Haley Breann Butler2
Tanner Lynne Choate1
Lisa Mikel Cogdell
Jordan Bryce Cook
Derek Ryan Correa
Brady Rayce Douglas
Kacy Dru Drummond
Madeleine Ann Ekstrom
Reagan Lee Heffeman
Augustus Ray Holbein
Melani Elizabeth Howell1
Makenzy Marie James
Taylor Jean Kalka
Mackenzie Kay Langemeier
Madison Marie Langemeier
Clayton Alan McGilvray
Derek O’Neal McNutt
Casey Joe Owens
Ben Seth Ramsey
Spencer Luke Woodard Roberts1
Casey Don Sherrill
Lauren Ashley Taylor
Jason Daniel Trevino
Taylor Jordan Wheeler

**NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT**
Charles William Arnold
Katherine Clair Brackman
Kerian Alexandra Clanahan
Monte Clifton Crooks
Brice Michael DeLong
Kelly Sean Edwards3
Eugenio Flores Juarez III
Derek Robert Malone
Dalton Garrett Mathis
Brent Carlton Pendergraft
Nicholas Reed Schlachter
Hector Lee Valenca
Jordan H. Wagner1
Lindsay Dail Williams

**PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE**
Lauren Elizabeth Behrmann1
Amanda D’Ann Bogart
William Cole Carter
James N. Coleman
Jonathan Jackson Davis
Ashlynn Joy Fix1
Savanna Marie Frazier1
Cullen Barrett Grooms
Morgan Brianne Hector
Cody Jay Kimbro
Parker Scott Patrello
Meagan Renea Riley1
Zachary James Ross

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**
Joshua James Singleton
Luke Nelson Stutler
Kori Rene West

**BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE**
Garrett Wade Blackwell
Derek Alan Gay
Megan Ashlee Hatcher1
Dillon M. Jensen1
Blane Emory Potts
Michael Ryan Roberson1
Melvin Perry Runyan III
Adam Barton Stovall
Tyson Eli Watson
Nicholas Andrew Yansky

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

**ANTHROPOLOGY**
Mary Rose Bozena Barton
Bianca Unique Brown
Lindyn Willow Davis1,3
Christopher Dean Denton
Emily Nichole Driggers
Elizabeth Joy Haddock
Hunter Amyelizabeth Lee1
Sarah Marie Norlin1
2nd Major: Electronic Media and Communication
Carrie Lillian Shores1

**BIOCHEMISTRY**
Colleen Dallas Driscoll1,4
Sze Yi Kong1
JonEdward Trinidad Meacham
Erin Haley Sims2

**CHEMISTRY**
Piyali Chaudhuri1,4
2nd Major: Spanish
Morgan Elaine Elledge1
Richard Boone Leachman
Kajal Malik
Alexandria CharLaMae Nichols1
2nd Major: Mathematics
Victoria Montgomery White1

**ECONOMICS**
Nadir Ali Abrahim
Julio Miguel Arce
Oghenenyerov Asah
Anna Veronica Buczek
2nd Major: Philosophy
3rd Major: Political Science
Jarrett Lee Freeman
Jordan Samuel Goodman
Jason Taylor Graham
Alexander Len Gregg
Ryuki Qin Hirawasa
Justin Shane Hudgens1
2nd Major: History
Benjamin Aaron Huebner1,4
Cera Marie Jones1
Juan Carlos Leal
Angel Nicolas Lopez
Kodiak Jacob Marshall
Tyler Daniel Novak
Jared Anthony Opperman1,4
Kevin Mulloy Parsons
Teryn Renee Peffer
Patrick Abraham Raborn
Jairo Ezequiel Rodriguez
Benjamin Taylor Sharp1
Zachary Christopher Sherman
Wesley Bryan Sparks
James Gregory Yanez

1Summa Cum Laude  2Magna Cum Laude  3Cum Laude  4With Honors  5With Highest Honors
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

ENGLISH

Emily Corina Anderson
Kinsey Anna Baker
Madison Elyssa Bowen
2nd Major: Psychology
Lauren Rebecca Cargill
Daniel Stewart Cowan, Jr.
Caleb Isaac Daniel
Zachary Seth Edwards

2nd Major: Philosophy
Emma Jordan Eichelbaum
Aaron Caleb Esslinger
Savannah Beth Feeke
Courtney Marie Foster
Halen Bowler Hardage
Erin Nicole Hicks
Laurien Elise Hicks
Candice Gabrielle Horde

2nd Major: Technical Communication
Allison Marie Kowalczyk

2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
Taylor Darrell Lewis
Brittany Jo Mason
2nd Major: Sociology
Patsy Marlene Matheny
Hugh Joshua McCabe
Candice Faith Merrill
James C. Murphy
Daniela Christine Pawling
Amelia J. Ruehle
Raymond F. Russell
Olivia Storm Schulz
Emma Kathleen Seidensticker

2nd Major: Technical Communication
Joshua David Sonnen
Morgan Shae Stone
Mason Keith Taylor
Sierra Dawn Vieregge
Daniel Clark Walker
2nd Major: History
John Isaac Wallace
Rachel Kathleen Wallace
Teryl Lynn Wilhelm
Erika Cheyenne Williams
Kyle Allen Wilson
2nd Major: History
Daniel Austin Zieschang

GEOGRAPHY

Bruno Blanco Porras
Tyler N. Boswell
Paul Hayden Dunning
Cole James Edwards
Sitiel Erasto Garza
Lauren Nicole Goff
Kirby Ruth Kissinger
Jaime Quinn McLaurin
Reese Ray Ramsey
Megan Elizabeth Rodriguez
Hannah Marie Webb

PHILOSOPHY

Stuart Goodman Davison
2nd Major: Political Science
Alexander Keishirou Farrior
Alexander Sean Jackson
Carlos Angel Salas Sotelo
2nd Major: Spanish
Jason Lee Woody
2nd Major: Political Science

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Noe Torres Alvarado
Valerie Amaya-Sanchez
2nd Major: Psychology
Fabian Michael Baca
Joshua ibatamunbo Benstowe
Micah R. Daniel
Andrea Denisha Ervin
Ian Andre Albert Fraser
Bene Garcia
Alexander Matias Guzman
Rodney Reese Hester
Clayton Christopher Jones
Cleophus James Joyner
Kayla Dee McCoy
Janell Alexis Ochoa
2nd Major: Spanish
Austin Rayne Pace
Katelyn Taylor Pennington
2nd Major: Psychology
Robert Reese Sawyer
Annie Carter Shafer
Logan Alexander Smith
Marcus Anthony Sorola
Chase Anthony Stewart
Taylor Ashley Vuich
Joseph Lee Woodall
Alan Jason Yeselson

PSYCHOLOGY

Ileana Sarai Acosta
Abigail Marie Adame
Sarah Grace Adams
Brittany Marie Anderson

MATHEMATICS

Dax Colton Baca
Peter Thomas Carlson
Dakota Shawn Chisum
Chelsea Taylor Davis
Monica Ann Gomez
Bryan R. Guzman
Dante' Jamaal Harpe
Austin David Jordan
Erica Elizabeth McElroy
Olivia Isabella Orellantia-Kotowski
2nd Major: Spanish

LANGUAGES AND CULTURES

Dylan Chase Carder
Mark Anthony Dingus

GLOBAL STUDIES

Nicholas Jay Cano
2nd Major: Political Science
Harrison David Cutler
2nd Major: Political Science
Archian Ervin
Samantha N. Gonzalez
Brandon Edward Kasper
Allison Taylor Kass
Justice Hope Ramirez
Sandra Santiago
2nd Major: Spanish
Emilee Ann Stimet
2nd Major: Political Science
Ali Hannah Warren
Megan Elizabeth Yandell
2nd Major: Languages and Cultures

HISTORY

Betsy Ann Alvarado
Caleb Ryan Bielby
Leah Marie Burnette
Robert Chad Campbell
Diego Ricardo Carlos
Oscar Eloy Cavazos
Ryan M. Chadwick
Louis M. Chido
Jessica Marie DeLoach
Jackson Paul Townsend
Miguel Fernandez
Pedro De Jesus
gomez
2nd Major: Psychology
Wesley Alton Gray
Griffith Paul Greene
Chi Linh Ha
2nd Major: Psychology
Hayden William Homen
John Winikates Hutti
James Erik Iversen
2nd Major: Political Science
Landry Don Kidd
Zachary Jared Leonard
Kevin Patrick Long
Caleb Matthew Loomis
Cara Abigail Lynn
Cynthia Ivette Martinez
Mathew Kenneth Martinez
2nd Major: Political Science
Zane Collin Mauney
Jimmy Dee Maynard
Paige Catherine Mills
Nicholas Jesus Moralez
Christopher Russell Naylor
Lissette Elisa Ortega
2nd Major: Political Science
Adam Richard Peckover
Erin Michelle Peck
Samantha Alexis Romero-Garcia
Garrett Anthony Stuteville
Taylor Allen Trigg

MATHEMATICS

Alexander Olscott Fincher
Harrison Rae Hawkins
2nd Major: Technical Communication
Matthew Lee Horn
Joseph Terry Jeffrey
Geer Patrick Mcgee
Jarrod Brian Miller
Katerina Elena Pasat

GEOGRAPHY

Bruno Blanco Porras
Tyler N. Boswell
Paul Hayden Dunning
Cole James Edwards
Sitiel Erasto Garza
Lauren Nicole Goff
Kirby Ruth Kissinger
Jaime Quinn McLaurin
Reese Ray Ramsey
Megan Elizabeth Rodriguez
Hannah Marie Webb

PHILOSOPHY

Stuart Goodman Davison
2nd Major: Political Science
Alexander Keishirou Farrior
Alexander Sean Jackson
Carlos Angel Salas Sotelo
2nd Major: Spanish
Jason Lee Woody
2nd Major: Political Science

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Noe Torres Alvarado
Valerie Amaya-Sanchez
2nd Major: Psychology
Fabian Michael Baca
Joshua ibatamunbo Benstowe
Micah R. Daniel
Andrea Denisha Ervin
Ian Andre Albert Fraser
Bene Garcia
Alexander Matias Guzman
Rodney Reese Hester
Clayton Christopher Jones
Cleophus James Joyner
Kayla Dee McCoy
Janell Alexis Ochoa
2nd Major: Spanish
Austin Rayne Pace
Katelyn Taylor Pennington
2nd Major: Psychology
Robert Reese Sawyer
Annie Carter Shafer
Logan Alexander Smith
Marcus Anthony Sorola
Chase Anthony Stewart
Taylor Ashley Vuich
Joseph Lee Woodall
Alan Jason Yeselson

PSYCHOLOGY

Ileana Sarai Acosta
Abigail Marie Adame
Sarah Grace Adams
Brittany Marie Anderson

MATHEMATICS

Dax Colton Baca
Peter Thomas Carlson
Dakota Shawn Chisum
Chelsea Taylor Davis
Monica Ann Gomez
Bryan R. Guzman
Dante' Jamaal Harpe
Austin David Jordan
Erica Elizabeth McElroy
Olivia Isabella Orellantia-Kotowski
2nd Major: Spanish

LANGUAGES AND CULTURES

Dylan Chase Carder
Mark Anthony Dingus

GLOBAL STUDIES

Nicholas Jay Cano
2nd Major: Political Science
Harrison David Cutler
2nd Major: Political Science
Archian Ervin
Samantha N. Gonzalez
Brandon Edward Kasper
Allison Taylor Kass
Justice Hope Ramirez
Sandra Santiago
2nd Major: Spanish
Emilee Ann Stimet
2nd Major: Political Science
Ali Hannah Warren
Megan Elizabeth Yandell
2nd Major: Languages and Cultures

HISTORY

Betsy Ann Alvarado
Caleb Ryan Bielby
Leah Marie Burnette
Robert Chad Campbell
Diego Ricardo Carlos
Oscar Eloy Cavazos
Ryan M. Chadwick
Louis M. Chido
Jessica Marie DeLoach
Jackson Paul Townsend
Miguel Fernandez
Pedro De Jesus
gomez
2nd Major: Psychology
Wesley Alton Gray
Griffith Paul Greene
Chi Linh Ha
2nd Major: Psychology
Hayden William Homen
John Winikates Hutti
James Erik Iversen
2nd Major: Political Science
Landry Don Kidd
Zachary Jared Leonard
Kevin Patrick Long
Caleb Matthew Loomis
Cara Abigail Lynn
Cynthia Ivette Martinez
Mathew Kenneth Martinez
2nd Major: Political Science
Zane Collin Mauney
Jimmy Dee Maynard
Paige Catherine Mills
Nicholas Jesus Moralez
Christopher Russell Naylor
Lissette Elisa Ortega
2nd Major: Political Science
Adam Richard Peckover
Erin Michelle Peck
Samantha Alexis Romero-Garcia
Garrett Anthony Stuteville
Taylor Allen Trigg

MATHEMATICS

Alexander Olscott Fincher
Harrison Rae Hawkins
2nd Major: Technical Communication
Matthew Lee Horn
Joseph Terry Jeffrey
Geer Patrick Mcgee
Jarrod Brian Miller
Katerina Elena Pasat

GEOGRAPHY

Bruno Blanco Porras
Tyler N. Boswell
Paul Hayden Dunning
Cole James Edwards
Sitiel Erasto Garza
Lauren Nicole Goff
Kirby Ruth Kissinger
Jaime Quinn McLaurin
Reese Ray Ramsey
Megan Elizabeth Rodriguez
Hannah Marie Webb

PHILOSOPHY

Stuart Goodman Davison
2nd Major: Political Science
Alexander Keishirou Farrior
Alexander Sean Jackson
Carlos Angel Salas Sotelo
2nd Major: Spanish
Jason Lee Woody
2nd Major: Political Science

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Noe Torres Alvarado
Valerie Amaya-Sanchez
2nd Major: Psychology
Fabian Michael Baca
Joshua ibatamunbo Benstowe
Micah R. Daniel
Andrea Denisha Ervin
Ian Andre Albert Fraser
Bene Garcia
Alexander Matias Guzman
Rodney Reese Hester
Clayton Christopher Jones
Cleophus James Joyner
Kayla Dee McCoy
Janell Alexis Ochoa
2nd Major: Spanish
Austin Rayne Pace
Katelyn Taylor Pennington
2nd Major: Psychology
Robert Reese Sawyer
Annie Carter Shafer
Logan Alexander Smith
Marcus Anthony Sorola
Chase Anthony Stewart
Taylor Ashley Vuich
Joseph Lee Woodall
Alan Jason Yeselson

PSYCHOLOGY

Ileana Sarai Acosta
Abigail Marie Adame
Sarah Grace Adams
Brittany Marie Anderson
UNDERRADUATE CANDIDATES

Louis James Antonacci
April Oralia Arenas
2nd Major: Spanish
Alexis R. Auslander
Alex-Marie Baz
Bianca Priscilla Barreto
2nd Major: Spanish
Nathan Talmadge Behrens
Alyssa Nicole Bergman
2nd Degree: Human Development and Family Studies
Elyssa Christine Bernery
DeJuanesh Torshellie Bogar
Lauren Kaitlin Bookout
Anastasia Celeste Briseño
Jocelyn Caro
Shavanna Joyce Caruso
Elyse Rachelle Coleman
Haley Nicole Collette
Brian Scott Connor
Brittany Cook
Samantha Nicole Curtis
Maria Lee Defilippi
Jacqueline Alyssse Delgado
Brandi Cristiine Dennis
Tracie Lee Dionne
Destinee Marie Duran
Britni Marie Eberhardt
Alex Gordon Edwards
Samatha Susan Edwards
Aaron Esperza
2nd Degree: Biology
Autumn Cheyenne Fiki
Micaela Donnette Foster
Sean Fox
Aundrea Leigh Garcia
Johnny Garcia
Dalia Lizvett Garpa
Adrian Figueroa Garrido
Brianna Elyse George
Rheanna Dawn Archer
Eric Alan Washington
Nicholas Huy Khanh Vu
Michael Len Shankle
David Casey Scott
Ashleigh Christianne Ramsel
John Russell Moore
Ashley Diane Leal
Hannah Lyn Kissinger
Marisa Danyelle Hohensee
Nicole Reanne Sprague
Alexandra Marie Putman
Alexandra Taylor Schooley
Nicole Reanne Sprague
Alexandra Venus St.Just
Brooke Allison Wasson

SOCIOLOGY

Brenna Corinne Berry
Tristan Don Bonner
Hayley May Boydston
Kimberly Renee Brown
Amberly Cherie Celestine
Chelsea Denae De Leon
Sloan Everett Dunlop
Andrew William Frank
Priscilla Jazmine Fuentes
Sabra Eileen Gonzalez
Geronimo Skywolf Guerrero
Laken Brianne Harrison
Andrew James Hill
Herlinda Huerta
Alexis Daniele Lewis
Frank Anthony Moscal
Delfino Moncivais
Roman Christian Padilla
Vamsi Krishna Poturi
2nd Degree: General Studies
James Dean Price
Alexandria Marie Putman
Alexandra Taylor Schooley
Nicole Reanne Sprague
Alexandra Venus St.Just
Brooke Allison Wasson

SPANISH

Megan Aranda
LaKeesha Ann Rochelle Busher
2nd Degree: Kinesiology
Tammie Kim Gradel
James Paul Haney
Sarah Ann Jackson
2nd Degree: Microbiology
Julio César Martinez
2nd Major: Advertising
Leslie M. Molina
Fernando Moncada, Jr.
Kaleena Denise Pickett
Austin Mitchell West
2nd Degree: Biology

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

Marisa Danyelle Hohensee
Hannah Lyn Kissinger
Ashley Diane Leal
John Russell Moore
Ashleigh Christianne Ramsel
David Casey Scott
Michael Len Shankle
Nicholas Huy Khanh Vu
Eric Alan Washington

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

Rheanna Dawn Archer
Lindsey Renee Atencio
James William Boswell
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Texas Tech University

Michael Jason Anyanwu
Adriana Katrina Acosta
Kennady Noelle Abbott
Sara Alyssa Wooten
Macy Lauren Wilcox
Caitlyn Marie Whitman
Whitney Marie Weikel
Garrett Lane Walts
Marisa Elise Wagley
Jared Troy Thomas
Stephen Brannon Smoak
Marshall Ryan Smith
Stephan Brannon Smoak
Jared Troy Thomas
Marisa Elise Wagley
Garrett Lane Walts
Whitney Marie Weikel
Caitlyn Marie Whitman
Macy Lauren Wilcox

2nd Degree: Biology

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

BIOCHEMISTRY

Kennedy Noelle Abbott
Adriana Katrina Acosta
Michael Jason Anyanwu

CHEMISTRY

Kayla Nicole Anderson
Tia Nicole Black
Hector Casarez, Jr.
Joseph Loyd Cheney

1 Summa Cum Laude 2 Magna Cum Laude 3 Cum Laude 4 With Honors 5 With Highest Honors

BIOLOGY

Erin Dixell Aguirre
Stephanie Efong Akwaowo
Muneer Arastu
John Mark Anthony Avila
Braden Alexander Bardach
Emma Wallace Barnes
Joshua Stephen Bear
Hunter Aznavorian Bentley
Logan Daniel Boswell
Stephen Michael Bridgewater
Emily Elaine Brodbeck
Emily Ruth Brown
Carson Christopher Burchett
Shea Allison Burkett
Edward Anthony Caldera, III
Callie Marie Campbell
Alyssa Nori Cantu
Selwyn Xavier Carruthers
Christian Michael Castro
Peter Daniel Cazavos
Bryan Chii-Yeu Chu
Roald Louis Bonite Credo
Austin George Cross
Bryan Chii-Yeu Chu
Alyssa Nori Cantu
Selwyn Xavier Carruthers
Christian Michael Castro
Peter Daniel Cazavos
Bryan Chii-Yeu Chu
Roald Louis Bonite Credo
Austin George Cross
2nd Major: Chemistry

Alaa Asim Diab
Arielle Murphy Edgerton
Connor Nicholas Eickhoff
Kathryn Denise Flory
Emily Anne Margrave
Brian C. Johnson
Taylor Alicelee Hibler
Hridoy Rakeen Haq
Ameesh Nilesh Dev
Christopher Matthew Crumley
Sara Achraf Alhaj

CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

Sara Achraf Alhaj
Christopher Matthew Crumley
Ameesh Nilesh Dev
Aicha Fokar
Hridoy Rakeen Haq
Taylor Alicelee Hibler
Brian C. Johnson
Emily Anne Margrave
Marilyn Mathew
Mikal Carlos Ramon
Daniel Taylor Rhoades
Nicholas Gregory Smith
Mychael Anthony Solis-Wheeler
Sharyn Kaye Villarreal

CHEMISTRY

Kayla Nicole Anderson
Tia Nicole Black
Hector Casarez, Jr.
Joseph Loyd Cheney
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keely Elizabeth Falk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar David Elizalde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Erica Dock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Christopher Dobbins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriana Shirin Diea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Christopher Dobkins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Erica Dock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar David Elizalde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keely Elizabeth Falk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarret Chad Faust</td>
<td>2nd Major: Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abel Anthony Flores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Michelle Foster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Danielle Fouse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Melaina Franco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nicole Fultz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seena Gandhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Briana Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenia Aide Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siomara Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Lee Garza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Alexandra Garza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniella A. Garzon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanne Marie Giberson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Lynn Goodman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Garrett Hanes</td>
<td>2nd Major: Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Faith Harmon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Franklin Heath</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Dawn Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Elizabeth Herrera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah E. Higby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigale Lane Hooper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Dawn Huehgy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Cameron Hunt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Karen Hurtado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Mcherry Hyde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Kehinde Jibaken</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Nicole Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethany Allyssa Klemme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelli Lauren Knippa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Jay Hun Lim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Joan Loewen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leobardo Ruben Lopez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Elizabeth May</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Kathleen May</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaleb Christopher McCal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Nicole Mellett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Marie Meckel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Nicole Mellett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Michelle Moore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Brooke Morrow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Lyle Neel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keelee Anne Nelson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Thomas Neumann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Rae Newman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Taylor Noble</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Chapman O'Bryan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Riley O'Neal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Nicolas Ortiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota Jade Owens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Owusu-Appiah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Frances Panuska</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Tyrel Peek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Murrell Peeples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandt Thomas Phillips</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keegan Bradley Pitts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Naron Pollicarpio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collin James Quinn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Robert Raymond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Michael Rosenhoover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Louise Roach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelbi Lynn Roberson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Deanna Robinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Ivonne Robles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Leanne Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Alzado Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Alexa Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Allyn Rogers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Ann Rusinovich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Breann Saenz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seyi Emmanuel Salaam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Elizabeth Sanchez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaleen Nicole Sarfi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheyenne Nicole Scott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Elizabeth Sharp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Mary Sherman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Louis Shuler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena Silva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Christine Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Michael Snyder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Eugene Sorrels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana-Lucia Speer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Joseph Starrett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Elizabeth Suarez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel Sustaita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Nicole Theobald</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devon Paige Thomey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devon Lisa-Ann Tomasson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall Kim Vardell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Noelle Vaughan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Jo Villarel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Elizabeth Walker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasha Marie Walker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney L. Wesson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Elizabeth Whatley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Clara White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Taylor Wise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Nicole Wood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Kyle Woodard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Benjamin Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jai’Nice Nicole Wyatt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taryn Marie Aliks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Smith Clines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belal Goitom Fishtons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Andrew Gyure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Kathleen Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack T. Kramer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Ethan Massie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Jane Mills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colton William Pemberton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America Danielle Saucedo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andres Antonio Soegaard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonny Joe Sykora</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerron Alexander Vaughn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeste Yowan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Alan Albright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolando Cristian Camarillo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Azim Chehadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Ryan Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesar Guardado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celine Angelica Guerrero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Thomas Hammer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Johns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Anne Limboy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasey Alexis Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephany Lynn Navarro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexi Suzanne Neighbors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Simone Nelson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunar Rao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Brooke Rogers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Andrew Schwettmann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 Summa Cum Laude  2 Magna Cum Laude  3 Cum Laude  4 With Honors  5 With Highest Honors
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

- Courtney Bree Blair
- Ovando Humberto Caraveo
- Lindsay Sierra Chapa
- Perla Iridian Garcia
- Kevin Lee German
- Nolan Cade Hall
- Alfredo Hernandez
- William Randall Jeffries
- Cassandra Leos
- Michael Shawn Moshiri
- Romaric Ndong Mba
- Kingsley Osei-Amankwaah, Jr.
- Donald Matthew Peters
- Greg Michael Phelps
- Freddy Alejandro Rondon Almeida
- Kyle Lawrence Schofeld
- Michaela Rae Stephens
- Jordan N. Swick
- Colton Mitchell Woodward

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNTING

- Jonathan Enriquez Achivida
- Sade Michelle Adeniji
- Elena Antele
- Oscar Ivan Argueta
- Cara Nicole Aric
- Keegan Baird Beall
- Emily Lyons Beazley
- Kelsey Kristine Blake
- Lacy M. Blake
- Colton Joseph Breton
- Rebecca Jean Brewer
- Stephanie Ann Brewer
- Keegan Baird Beall
- Joseph Parker Bryant
- John Logan Buckner
- Ashlynn Paige Burkhardt
- Jordan Sean Busby
- Brent Joseph Butler
- Preston Todd Callen
- Allison Renee Camp
- Andrew Alan Carmichael
- Cristin Mae Cash
- Devin Kaitlyn Castillo
- Chirae Elaine Christie
- Brad Lee Coats
- Autry Chad Crawford
- John Ryan Curtis
- Travis Ervin Dale
- Hayden Joe DeDeur
- Kristina Michelle Duskin
- Joseph Edward Eckelkamp
- Mitchell Eugene Edwards
- Collin Matthew Elliott
- Walter Charles Enderle II
- Samuel Michael Fincher

- Michael Connor Friedrichsen
- Christine Maria George
- Marguerite Katherine Grubb
- Gilberto Guerrero, Jr.
- Jason Lance Guevara
- Katherine Renee Guttery
- Loren Nicole Hall
- Brady Cole Harvey
- Sara Elizabeth Hathaway
- Gilbert Hernandez, Jr.
- Madelyn Michelle Hettler
- Hunter Jacob Hill
- Cooper Greyson Hudson
- Daniel Anthony Jaime IV
- Kristen Faith Jenkins
- Jeremiah Samuel Jennings
- David Craig Johnson
- Michael K. Johnson
- Trey Alexander Johnson
- Allison Marie Jones
- Trent William Jones
- Charles Austin Justis
- Tyler Nicholas Kaschak
- Madison Makinze Kauffman
- Kaley DeAnn Kevil
- Shannon Rae Killog
- Jacqueline J. Kim
- Amanda Leigh Knabe
- Luke David Knott
- Patrick S. Larvin
- Alex Cantrell Logsdon
- Juanitha Carelle Makamwe
- Hayley Lane Marschall
- Damian Martinez
- Saranda Ann Matthews
- Christopher Bruno Quich Mboumba Mboumba
- Michael Jared McCarver
- Denise Jessica McCray
- Timothy Mendoza
- Madison Saige Miller
- Amber Najwa Mlouhi
- Raymond Francis Montreuil III
- Zachary Daniel Moreno
- Reece Matthew Morgan
- Mason Wayne Morrow
- Maggie Jane Nell
- Jaday Taylor Newsum
- Shana Marie Norris
- Taylor Eugene Ott
- Chance Steven Parker
- James Patrick Perales
- Jordan Powell
- Zachary Tate Powell
- Victoria Marie Provan
- Victoria Mari Ramirez
- Marissa Nicole Rivera
- Sasha Danielle Rivera
- Brent Joseph Rudzinski
- Ashley Brianna Salinas
- Brent Michael Sanborn
- Sidney Brook Sanders
- Oscar Santillan
- Peyton Elizabeth Schulz
- Chandler Bond Seymour
- Irma Y. Simental

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

- Audrey Kay Allen
- John Paul Bates
- Deven Rajesh Bhakta
- Zachary Monroe Brown
- Zachary Cardenas
- Alexander Lashon Cardona
- Ganesh Chaulagain
- Juan Carlos Dominguez
- Harley Kei Puett
- David Lee Puttre
- Paul N. Wekesa
- Benjamin Mason Willingham

2ND MAJOR: MATHEMATICS

- Sam Colton Stroupe
- Zena Noel Williams
- Ashlee Nicole Villarreal
- Karsten Blake Turner
- Jaden A. Timmons
- Justin Gaylon Robinson
- Houston Lee Patterson
- Stephen Kyle Osborne
- Jazmine Jeane McGrew
- Kory Ryan Mathis
- Lauren Raylee Mason
- Camden Austin Mason
- Ruben Martinez
- Mariah Megan Maple
- Alejandro Komiyma
- Mariah Megan Maple
- Ruben Martinez
- Camden Austin Mason
- Lauren Raylee Mason
- Kory Ryan Mathis
- Jazmine Jean McGrew
- Stephen Kyle Osborne
- Houston Lee Patterson
- Justin Gaylon Robinson
- Jaden A. Timmons
- Karsten Blake Turner
- Ashlee Nicole Villarreal
- Zena Noel Williams

SPORT MANAGEMENT

- Khrista Lynn Bishop
- James Kevin Boswell
- Brittany Kay Brown
- Tyler Allen Caudle
- Chey Thomas Lee Cavifield
- Jacob Alexander Chastine
- Derek Richard Corral
- Andrew R. Dance
- Anthony David Delgado
- Raymond Joseph Edwards
- Brennen Andrew Fasbender
- Andrew Michael Fick
- Jeffrey Calvin Forst
- Ryan Michael Green
- Brooks William Gustafson
- Rhett Tyler Harris
- Austin Chance Cain Hennigan
- Fernando Raphael Hernandez
- Hector Manuel Jimenez
- Austin Michael Johnston
- Brett Patrick Kelley
- Jordan N. Swick
- Michaela Rae Stephens
- Kyle Lawrence Schofeld
- Michaela Rae Stephens
- Jordan N. Swick
- Colton Mitchell Woodward

2ND MAJOR: ACCOUNTING

- Irma Y. Simental
- Chandler Bond Seymour
- Irma Y. Simental

2ND MAJOR: FINANCE

- Chandler Bond Seymour
- Irma Y. Simental

2ND MAJOR: INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

- Chandler Bond Seymour
- Irma Y. Simental

ZOOLOGY
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

MAY 2017

ENERGY COMMERCE

Dru McCager Albrecht
Matthew William Augustine
Zachary David Augustine
Edward Paul Barrow
Christopher Lee Bibb
Reed Hunter Blanton
Peyton Sierra Brown
Carson Blenn Bryan
Ashton Ray Cleveland
Sandi Roxann Collins
Landan Sean Darwin
Alexander Joe Joseph DeRossi
Jacob Lee Dow
Patrick Brian Durman
Logan W. Emerson
Evan Reid Estes
Taylor Brooke Ford
Jourdan Ashleigh Jenkins
Riley Fairchild Johnson
Maggie Kay Key
Joseph Payne Kimple
Michael John Kmetz
Daniel Sagen Koury
Draze Austin Lawliss
Cole Thomas Maxwell
Haley Brooke Neal
Nhat Minh Nguyen
Alexis Ann Priddy
Jon Ross Murray Roark
Anthony Arnold Schneemann, Jr.
Lauren Darrow Shulman
Hunter Wade Stainback
Taylor Harris Stockton
Elling Brandt Vikesland
Jack R. Wells III
Kathryn Elizabeth Wied
Devyn T. Willis
Zachary Thomas Willson
Brett Michael Womack
Austin Carl York
Morgan Sophia Zeleny

FINANCE

Tomy Shelby Jerrold Abondo Otounga
Justine Erin Alexander
Miles Thomas Arbuckle
Jacob Brady Armitage
Vincent Andrew Atchison
Victoria Claudette Avila
Austin Leigh Barr
Chandler Danielle Barrow
Lauren Rene Bayard
Haiden Kristine Bick
Adriana Merced Blanco
Joseph B. Bonugli
Alexandria Nicole Box
Benjamin Guy Brackett
Madison Rae Broussard
Tanner Colton Brown
Theresa Louise Burcz
Jorge Carlos Rodriguez
Enrico M. Castro
Vivian Alexixs Cervantes
Madison Paige Claxton
Ashlynn Kelly Conder
Scott Matthew Covelli
Zane Taylor Cox
2nd Major: Accounting
Jacob Michael Danielson
Michael Robert DeFiore
Rose Marie DePinto
Katelin Elizabeth Escueta
Daniel Alexander Eurich
2nd Major: Accounting
Ryan David Everett
Greyson Reid Fewin
Sean Michael Flynn
Dawson Philip Gamble
Christopher Alan Gilbert
Hayden Wayne Gillespie
Trey Santanna Gordon
2nd Major: Accounting
Shannon Grace Graham
Taylor James Hadsall
Matthew Crenshaw Hamilton
Mark Ejnar Harris
Kayla Natale Tettl Hauptmann
Hudson McKinley Hearne
Andrew Scott Heitkamp
Anthony J. Hernandez
Garret Whitt Higgins
Tyler Jordan Hutson
Brett Alexander Jordan
Pirouz A. Kamalipour
James Austin Kelley
Theodore Demetrios Kourpas
Braiden Holt Lamberson
Eric Joseph Lamm
2nd Major: Accounting
Seth Braden Linker
Graham Forrest Lossin
Tanner Martin Luehrs
Ashley Nicole Marvin
Ashley B. Mast
Jacob M. Maxin
Lance Danielle McRae
John Blake McVean
Chace Nathan Miller
Kent Cullum Morgan
Sofia Y. Muller
2nd Major: Management
John Tyler Myers
Spencer Payne Nielsen
Georgia Weatherford Nolan
Wiley Edmund Oliver
Andrew Tyler Thomas O’Roark
Vincent Michael Panganino
Conner Matthew Parker
Owen Cedric Parmer
Luis E. Pasaret
William Hodge Patrick
Christopher Lane Patschke

GENERAL BUSINESS

Joshua Lane Boone
Andrea Michele Britten
Jordan Deane Burger
Randall Ty Chavez
Michael Ryan Cravens
Justin Joseph Fuentes
Daniel I. Galvan
Vasu Gupta
Jesus Jaimes
Marshall Blaise Lester
Macon Levi King Pearson
Reid Warren Pinson
Sienna Christine Rucker
Felipe Fernandes Leite Soares
Carrie Louise Thomas

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Alexander Mitchell Hinds
Hannes Sebastian Roenneblad
Lindsay Denise Spence
Adam Micael Stroem
Thomas Otis Wendt
Dolph Otto Wenzel

MANAGEMENT

Zane Patrick Ancell
Holly Michelle Armstrong
Alexandra Elizabeth Arnold
Lindsey Rebecca Asher
Jamye Gray Ashley
Andrew David Augustine

1Summa Cum Laude 2Magna Cum Laude 3Cum Laude 4With Honors 5With Highest Honors
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Morgan James Beach
David Kwon
Lucas Simpson Kinder
Taskin Hasnat Khan
Charlie Metlesser Kaye
Kristine Michelle Kauneckas
Katie Deann Jones
Mikela Marie Johnson
Kramer Robert Johnson
2nd Major: Marketing
Korynn Brooke Johnson
Jacolby O'Brian Jeffries
James Patrick Hutton
Sarah Marian Hughes
Patrick Dwayne Herring
Evan Parker Henderson
Nathan Anthony Cozad
Samantha Marie Curry
Gabriel Craig Davila
Hunter Paul Davee
Devin Ray Dickens
Alyssa Rose Dionisio
Jennifer Lynn Eichenberg
Joseph William Elder
Courtney Diane Estrada
Emily Raegan Fenn
Lia Brooke Fields
Hayden Harrison Fox
Michael Alexander Galyen
Gabriella Marie Gamez
Taylor Savanna Gibson
Gina Nicole Gonzalez
Dana Rebekah Goldman
Tayler Savanna Gibson
Gabriella Marie Gamez
Michael Alexander Galyen
Hayden Harrison Fox
Michael Alexander Galyen

1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3 Cum Laude     4 With Honors     5 With Highest Honors

MARKETING

Sandra Osei Addo
Bradley Don Adkins
2nd Major: Management
Aria Chihaya Agarwal
Dominic James Alfano
Hayden Christopher Ambrose
Adham Atf Assem
2nd Major: Management
William Riley Baker
Kenneth Charles Barton
Brett Irvin Beeman
Allyson Claire Bentley
Bradley Philip Blackman
Madeleine Alexandra Blundon
2nd Major: Management

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Boluwatife Adeeye
Broderick Isaiah Allen
Alicia Mary Amodeo
Greyson Woodington Anderle

1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3 Cum Laude     4 With Honors     5 With Highest Honors
Margaret Catherine Bonniwell
2nd Major: Management
Matthew Jason Bradley
Brittany Marie Brewster¹
Canyon Reid Brock
Savanna Renee Bryer²
Bailey Lynn Bueno
Katherine Laurel Burkett
Bailey Lamar Burns
Jackson R. Cameron
Danika Cardona
John Connor Carpenter
William Erik Carvajal
Gary L. Cavagnaro
Soﬁa E. Chiocca
Kailea Denise Coles
Alma Gabriela Contreras
2nd Major: Management
Makenzi Lynne Cunningham
Andrew Foy Davis
Ava Marie Diefenthaler
Meagan Elise Dowell³
Lindsey Alice Dunahoo
Anna Louise Dunkin
Keaton Robert Dye
2nd Major: Management
Zachery Price Eberhart
2nd Major: Management
Conner James Edmark
2nd Major: Management
Katherine Rose Elliott
Alan Taylor Elson
Samuel Carl Escamilla
Nadya Jasmine Escudero
Richard Doak Field
Julia Camille Fischchenich
Kyle Mark Francis
Pablo Antonio Froelich
2nd Major: Management
Zachary Matthew Funes
Paige Alyse Gardner
Heather Nichole Garst
Kayla Ann Geił
Leslie Catherine Gieb
Devyn Marie Gilmore
Nathan Garrett Godinez
Charles McGill Goss
Matthew Harrison Grant
2nd Major: Management
Sarah Ann Gray¹,²
Kayla A. Greene
2nd Major: Management
Milen B. Haile
Luke Barry Halbert¹
Brittney Michelle Hamrick³
Brandt Michael Haseloff³
Alicia Danielle Hinojos
Mckenna Rene Hitchcock
2nd Major: Management
Win Davis Holland
2nd Major: Management
Madelyn Caroline Hummell
Caleb D. Hunt
Charles James Jones
Jeffry Allan Jones
Kendall Nicole Jones²
Kayleen Marie Kitten
Brittani Lynn Kleen
2nd Major: Management
Katherine Tillie Krause
Morgan Nicole Kreston
2nd Major: Management
Lauren Elizabeth Labat²
2nd Major: Management
Kathryn Lynn Latham
Christian Michael Leddy
Marissa Elise Lipar³
2nd Major: Management
Katie Elizabeth Lippe
Samantha Nicole Liscom
Naarlah Lubna Lott
Eva Manellari
Laura Elena Martinez
Connor Austin Mayer
Meagan Lynn McCullough
Janayia McGrew
2nd Major: Management
Diego Armado Merel
Quinn Mitchell Meunier
April Ann Milan
Christopher Charles Miller
Brent Zachary Moore
Katelynn Jane Moranga
Mica Adair Muirhead
Stephanie Ann Nacc
Quinton Matthew Noel
Colin Vincent O’Brien
Joshua Taylor Orfi
Samantha Marie Orta
Glenn R. Pace
Kimberly Anne Page
Emma Elizabeth Parkinson³
Eric Lee Perez
William Austin Peterson
2nd Major: Management
Mai Xuan Pham³
Margot Ferree Poston
Mary Margaret Potter
Aimee Georgia Price
Janie Elizabeth Rambo
Marcus Reyna
Elijah Ray Richard
Abby Josephine Richards
2nd Major: Management
Chloe Lenae Richardson
Valarie Elaine Rico³
Veronica Selene Robles
Lauren Elizabeth Shanks
2nd Major: Management
Lauren Marie Shonnor
Christopher James Shinn
John D. Simion
Tyler James Simpson
Alexander Evan Smith
Kylie Elise Smith
Stephanie Lynn Sorrells³
Chelsey D. Southerland
Hope Nicole Stalder
Kristen Brooke Sudduth
John Bailey Tawil
Brett Andrew Taylor
2nd Major: Management
Justin Brent Terrill
Megan Leigh Trammel
2nd Major: Management
Georgia Ava Ryan Tyler
Ashton Nicole Wazzak
Annalise West
Miriam V. Williams
Mary Katherine Wiseman
Katherine Breanne Wright
Melanie Renee Wurddeman

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Ryan Maxwell Asel
Mary Elizabeth Benavides²,³
Jerod Andrew Bradberry³
Cliff Davis Campbell
Zachary Alexander Cavaos
Price Larson Cole
Dayna Marie DeBeau
Amanda Garcia
Victoria Ann Goldsmith³
Marcela I. Haddenham³
Zachary James Hearn³
2nd Major: Energy Commerce
Sergio Andrés Huerta
Jenna Adelyn Inks³
Suratell Kebede
Luis Andre Marroquin
Amanda Lane McIntire
2nd Major: Energy Commerce
Christopher Joseph Mexia
Logan Charles Miller⁴
Bryce Allan Muras⁴
2nd Major: Energy Commerce
Trent Reed Nielsen
Jamie La Rae Parvin
Austen Lange Priest
Cameron Kirk Richardson
J. Newton Rigg³,⁴
Josephine Anne Riple³
2nd Major: International Business
Matthew Gabriel Rosals²,⁴
Natalie Tran
Justin Roy Turner
Kirby Nicholas Weiss
Claire Justine Williams²
Anna Claudia Wohleb

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MULTIDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE
Priscilla Martinez³
Macey Megan Siegert
Mayson Jean Thompson³

MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Jessica Annelle Allen²
Gregorio Andrade²
Adrienne Lynn Atkins³
Emily June Austin³
Katelyn Therese Barfell³
Porchia Symone Barnes
Emilie Nicole Barrett³
Kylie Daryl Black
Aleah Koury Bourne
Shelby Dawn Broyles²
Nicole Lynn Burnett
Andrea Marie Burnet
Courtney Dianne Carelock²

¹Summa Cum Laude  ²Magna Cum Laude  ³Cum Laude  ⁴With Honors  ⁵With Highest Honors
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY

Edward E. Whitacre Jr. College of Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Nasrullah Olamide Abdurrazaq
Laura Michelle Adelbeyo
Deborah Anne Albus1,4
Kosi Anazia
Ingrid Marian Arambula
Megan Alma Auld
Sujan Basnet1
Mahesh Bhattarai
Roshan Bimali
Thiess William Brown1
Zackary Dayne Buford1,4
Leonard-Dumisani Chirambo
Albert Eugene Clary
Patrick Louis Coterillo
Martin Travis Dierl
Rishi Prerak Doctor1
Jensine D. Doyle2
Zachary C. Farney3
Danielle Rae Filer
Janson Brice Graham1,4
Leah Rae Harper
Richard T. Harvey
Reyna Paola Hernandez Lopez
Susan Anya Ibem
Asmaul Husna Indah1
Joseph Robert Johnson2
Matthew L. Jordan2,4
Jeremy Wade Kight
Yungjee Kim
Patricia Ann Kingston
Christian Jordan Kirk
Trinh Thi Thao Lam
John Brewer Lilly2
Zachary David Manawes
Amanda K. Metzler2,4
Fnu Midiriyanto1
Benjamin Andrew Mitrowski3
Blayne Joseph Monteiro
Jessica J. Niemann
Shai Anthony Young
Whitney Elizabeth Zielinski
Austin Dean Zundt

SUMMA CUM LAUDE     MAGNA CUM LAUDE     CUM LAUDE     WITH HONORS     WITH HIGHEST HONORS

Brittany Nicole Purvis1
Pushaka Satriya Wisesa Qubro2
Devin Mitchell Reed
Erica Nicole Ripley
Nestor D. Rodriguez Aguadelo1,4
Andres Rodriguez
Samanta Marie Santacroce3
Tyler A. Smith3
Adegboyega Seun Sule
Aaliyah Xu Sun
Gabriel Alexander Sylvestro
Travis Wayne Tarlton1
James R. Tata
Joshua Dimas Valencia3
Brian Neal Wang
Russell W. Ward
Peter Willis Watkins
Jonathan Louis Wilhelm1
Linda Laure Youan3
John Richard Zimmerman

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Azeez A. Adewale
Joel Michael Alvis
Riyadh El Ambary3
Augustine Ayegman Appiah
Brandon Bradley Bell
Mohan Persaud Birbal
Samuel James Burden
Brant Colten Burnett
Tyler Ray Bushong
Joseph Robert Croci
Drew Arthur Defendorf
Nathin Scott Flemins
Amanda Elizabeth Frazier4
Rachel Varnado Gleason
Bryan Genaro Gonzalez
Lake Khalil Graham
Aubrey Alannah Guess1
Joshua Mitchell Halfmann1
Matthew Wade Hempstead
Garrett Patrick Dean Hester
Kentsha Lachelle High
Garrett Carson Hogue
Michael David Huber
Parker Andrew Hunt1,4
Nathan Elliot Idrog0
Nikemufuna Benedict Iloanya
Ashlee Alaine Johnson
Anas Kaleemullah
Jessica Faith Kaskie
Carson Dean Keller
Jayson Andrew Koehler
Evan D. Lane3
Brian Jungmin Lee
Sarah Elizabeth Leonard
Yurisel Lopez
Cameron John Love
Molly M. Madsen1
Christian Rene Maldonado
Sawyer Carson Maness
Levin Fares Maro
Joe Steven Martinez III
Tiffany Dawn Matthews
Dominic Douglas Mirizzi
Boyce Qubro
Iman Maryam Rahim3
Cooper Evan Reinbold1
Robert Wesley Renfro
Derek Charles Richard
David Zachary Rodriguez
Grant D. Roemershauser
Anish Ashok Roshan
Thomas Gabel Seltz
William Chandler Shields
Vincent Kanae Shovlin
Karis Leanne Smith
Richard C. Smith
Michael S. South
Brian Allen Straka
Eric James Tucker
Jordan Tyler Viggiano
Travis Lee Windham
Zachary Charles Zeiler

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Camron Ray Capps
David Eboh
Brandon Jake Graham
Kameron Lillian Johnson
Rafael J. Mallare
Joshy Mathew
Nicholas John Rossetti
Sahil S. Takawale

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ryan L. Berg
Paul MyoungHo Cho
Alexander Smith Clines
Michael Kevin DeGraw
Daniel Jeffrey Dunning
Almicia Jenae Dunson
Olutayo R. Elelu
Santiago Alberto Estens Flores
Zakery Alexander Fyke
Kevin Justus George
Kelsey Marie Gonzales
Zachariah David Grummons
John Cody Hale
Jessica Yana Hao
Zachary N. Livingston
Alexis Noel Miller
Kayce Nnamdi Ogoke
Ama Nam Ott
Feyisara Omotayo Oywoloe
Brice Taylor Petty
Catherine Loren Ramos
Eric M. Saetz
Gordon Sandercox
Lucas Taylor Sefok
Ryan Heath Stockton
John Gerald Antognoli Toland
Patrick Alan Tone
Stephen Anthony Velez
Koffi Egou Oswald Yao

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
Alec Eugene Biedrzycki
Baron Walker DeJernett
Thomas Frederick Grover
David Donald Mayfield
Randolph Jonah Moreno
Peter Phi Lam Nguyen
Amitoj Singh Nijjar
Tyler Kent Parr
Dawit K. Solomon
Russell C. Stoneham-Perez

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Sagar Adhikary
Syed Ali Ahmed
Victor Ajewole
William Austin Scott Ashlock
Caleb Idawarifagha Atemie
Joshua S. Bayer
Michael Christopher Brown
Manuel Humberto Chavez
Robert Joseph Clifton
David Andrew De Luna
Austin Lentz Dowell
Jose Luis Eworo Fegue
Kyle C. Felthauer
Benjamin Payne Forester
Kevin Tyler Galvan
Roburrr Moa Hanangala
Mohd Iskandar Faris Lok
Tanner C. Jobin
Brandon Taylor McCrery
Nathan Alexander Neff
Odera I. Okofo
Nicholas Paul Peterson
Sharafadeen Ajibola Raheem
Carlos Rico
Fernando Salcedo
Benjamin Javier Saldivar
Joshua Adam Senkevech
Elizabeth Anne Stoneham-Perez
Caleb Anthony Ukle
Amy Catherine Weatherby

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Kendall Shae Chattman
Kyle M. Craanen
Esteban Gonzalez
Spenser Joseph Harvey
Elaine Hung
Annabelle Louise Johnson
Samantha Mendez
Stephanie Alexandra Mendoza
Abdulaziz Mohammad Murad
Meghan Elaine Robertson
Bret James Thompson
Jon Chenneng Vue

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Sebil Gbenga Adisa
Christian A. Adjei
Mitchell Lee Anderson
Danielle Nicole Brown
Taylor Michelle Culwell
Nicole Marie Elliott
Muhammad Shakib El-Qasem
Corey Steven Emery
Courtney Renen Asia Folkes
Mason Reid Godwin
Andrew Michael Herbert
Tyler Alan Holdon
Nhu T. Huynh
Danish Ryder
Jason David Hyun
Richard Giacomo Jahn
Kourtney Jonelle Kennedy
Marco J.G. Manalang, Jr.
Jaqueline Martinez
Fred O. Masita
David Russell McCain
Lloyd Stevy Joseph Ntououme Eko
Arjun Pushkar Ogale
Louis Alhvin Ortiz
Christopher M. Pak
Rameez Rahman
Jessica Rae Ramsey
Spencer Jace Redding
Jose Miza\l Rivera Valencia
Michael Connor Stevens
Innocent C. Uzochukwu
Beth Chavita Zabilka

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
John Christian Adams, Jr.
Oluwaseun Harrison Adetunji
Samatar Ali Ahmed Hussan Ali
Ahmed M. Almatta
Eri Ramiro Amezca
Luke Velasco Aquino
David Ray Ballard
Mohammed Abdullah Barakat
Cesar Barron, Jr.
Will D. Becker
Ethan Errol Beier
Stephen Timothy Brach
Nathan Joel Branum
Jordan Daniel Breux
Casey James Bronson
Diana Latrice Brown
Christopher John Bulas
Paul Thomas Burns
Anthony M. Campuzano
Andrew Jonathon Capelle
John Lee Carlile II
Bryant Chimaraokhe Chimuma
Sarah Morgan Clemens
Joseph Arthur Cockrell
Clark Allen Corser
Barton Reese Courteney
Tyler Michael Crupper
Alex Cruz
Ambika Prasad Dhabal
Daniel Davila
Phillip Maxwell Delahoussaye
Sheila Carolyn DeLapp
Christian Allen Dixon
Ryan Blake Dunn
Mitchell Everett Dyer
Dillon Colby Eveatt
Daniel Clayton Frasher
Julian Ricardo Galindo
Austin Gregory Garrett
Benjamin Robert Gilbert
Mark Ormond Greigore
Jackie T. Gregory
Alondra Renee Guevara
Tommy Lee Harms
Christian Connor Harper
Kyle Hunter Hausenfluke
Kenneth Joe Helton III
Kort David Henderson
Allen Joseph Henley
Elaine Marie Hickmon
Alejandro J. Hinojosa
Nicholas Joseph Hresko
Lorraine Nichole Hugdeons
Jamin Bailey Irwin
Thomas Samuel Jinks
Austin James Johnson
Eric Anthony Johnson

1Summa Cum Laude  2Magna Cum Laude  3Cum Laude  4With Honors  5With Highest Honors
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UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Nicholas Richardson Jones
Priscilla Kay Jurado
Eric Patterson Kemwou Jiofack
Seth Thomas Kern
Haseeb Ali Khan
Amir Ibrahim Kidwai
Clayton Brooks King
Logan William Kobrinsky
Grant Christopher Kunzerman
James Clayton Liggett
Zachary Joseph Lind
Alberto Lozano
Khoi Dang Ly
Garrett John Macnee
Nestor Abel Mancha
Vedrana Martinec
Joshua Logan McSwain
Samuel Regis McBride
Steven Michael McEligot
Seth Thomas McMillan
Nicholas Bryce Melott
Seth Riley Meyer
Steven Andrew Minaudo
Mary Ann Monaldi
Marco Antonio Moreno
Luis Alonso Munoz
Matthew Munoz
Sheridan Ashton Nieman
Marius Nancy Njike
Chad Alan Laughlin
Nicholas Alexander Krzewinski
James Weston Koch
Connor Steven Kirk
Isaac Karmon
Hyppolite Noel Kamsuh Njeuga
Luis Gerardo Juarez
Adrian James Johnston
Adam Jacob Lowe
Nicholas John Loncare
Stan Levi Logie
Zhen Li
Andrew Marlon Scott
Brandon DeMorrow Lee
Eric Tyler Lapeyre
Kyle Michael Kulka
Christian Stephens Perner
Seth Thomas Kern
Srinidhi Marka
Trey Edward Mondin
David Eugene Morgan III
Sterling Alexander Mulacek
Ernesto Munoz
Viviane Nadege Nenkap
Thang Quoc Nguyen
Chris Hunter Nyberg
Ayukechambang Oben
Ogechi Dabelchukwu Ifunanya Obiorah
Kelechi Ogudu
Jonathan Kenneth O'Hara
Guessan K. Oka
Onell Osita Okpaleke
Daniel A. Okunola
Manuel Christian Eguna Parcon
Samuel Ikaika Ewing Parks
Christian Stephens Perner
Tyler Paul Phillips
Kyle Alfred Poekes
Chase Brian Proctor
Sabiq Abdur Rahim
James Sebastian Riley
Stephen Wade Rivas
Dolen C. Roberts
Matthew Ryan Santacrocce
Charlie Cloud Shane
Lucas Scott Sheward
Adekunle Toheeb Ademola Shittu
Ismael Morgan Siffon
Clayton Brice Smart
Marissa Faye Smartt
Haley Nicole Smith
Saleem Halim Soas
Landon Thomas Stallings
Blake Gregory Stembridge
Adam Mitchell Strong
Devon Michelle Swartz
Trenton Mark Tatoni
Matthew William Trelo
Meghan Elizabeth Uecker
Onyinyechukwu Adaobi Ujah
Jack Carter Wade
John Bryan Ward
Alexandra Camille Wascom
Ashley Denver Whitehead
Nur Wijaya
Colton Garrett Wood

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

Aigerim Abayeva
2nd Major: Mechanical Engineering
Opeyemi Adedokun Adegjumo
Steven Aguirre Rangel
Travis Rashid Akhtari
Mario Aldana
Ibrahim H. Allam
Ahmed Abdulaziz Alzahid
Eri Ramiro Amezquita
Justin Phillip Andrews
Adrian Alonzo Arambula
Clay Mitchel Baker
Seth Jacob Boettcher
Luis Bremenutz
Robert James Brock
Kailey Joy Brunetto
Eric Carmona
Carlos Casarez
Bryan Christopher Cleary
Alex Lyle Cochran
Angela Efua Kyeewaa Coker
Michael Alan Conces
Klay Cardwell Cunningham
Ashley N. Curb
Dillon R. Custer
Jonathen Christopher Cutaia
Aurelone Deutia Noumangue
Kyle Edward Doskocil
Yousuf Elashi
Martin Calvin Eleybrook
Mohamed Reda Essaid
Ryan S. Felderhoff
Brandon Leigh Fitcher
Juan Antonio Gonzalez
Norberto Ullses Gonzalez
Tyler Holt Gooch
Rachel Elizabeth Haile
Hunter Kyle Hicks
Minh Anh Hoang
Christopher Johnathan Huemmer
Chimaobi Ndubusi Ibekeve
Braydon Tanner Ingram
Jayden Leslie Inlow
Adrian James Johnston
Luis Gerardo Juarez
Gabin B. Foche Kamgang
Hyppolite Noel Kamsuh Njeuga
Isaac Karmon
Connor Steven Kirk
James Weston Koch
Nicholas Alexander Krzewinski
Kyle Michael Kulk
Eric Tyler Lakeyre
Brad Alan Laughlin
Amir Layla
Brandon DeMorrow Lee
Andrew Marlon Leigh
Zhen Li
Stan Levi Logie
Nicholas John Loncare
Adam Jacob Lowe
Payton Scott Marcum
Jakab Donivan Marquez
Jeffrey Connor McAllister
Michael Patrick McNamara
Salvador Mendez Martinez
Joseph H. Miller
Trey Edward Mondin
David Eugene Morgan III
Sterling Alexander Mulacek
Ernesto Munoz
Viviane Nadege Nenkap
Thang Quoc Nguyen
Chris Hunter Nyberg
Ayukechambang Oben
Ogechi Dabelchukwu Ifunanya Obiorah
Kelechi Ogudu
Jonathan Kenneth O'Hara
Guessan K. Oka
Onell Osita Okpaleke
Daniel A. Okunola
Manuel Christian Eguna Parcon
Samuel Ikaika Ewing Parks
Christian Stephens Perner
Tyler Paul Phillips
Kyle Alfred Poekes
Chase Brian Proctor
Sabiq Abdur Rahim
James Sebastian Riley
Stephen Wade Rivas
Dolen C. Roberts
Matthew Ryan Santacrocce
Charlie Cloud Shane
Lucas Scott Sheward
Adekunle Toheeb Ademola Shittu
Ismael Morgan Siffon
Clayton Brice Smart
Marissa Faye Smartt
Haley Nicole Smith
Saleem Halim Soas
Landon Thomas Stallings
Blake Gregory Stembridge
Adam Mitchell Strong
Devon Michelle Swartz
Trenton Mark Tatoni
Matthew William Trelo
Meghan Elizabeth Uecker
Onyinyechukwu Adaobi Ujah
Jack Carter Wade
John Bryan Ward
Alexandra Camille Wascom
Ashley Denver Whitehead
Nur Wijaya
Colton Garrett Wood

BACHELOR OF ARTS

HONORS ARTS AND LETTERS

Josya Hodekap
Kelsie Karnes
2nd Major: Spanish
Cimron Kashyap
Srinidhi Marka
2nd Degree: General Studies

1Summa Cum Laude
2Magna Cum Laude
3Cum Laude
4With Honors
5With Highest Honors
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

BACHELOR OF INTERIOR DESIGN

Brooklynn Carney
Jacyln Rachel Cato
Winifred Rebecca Drum
Erica Nicole Edwards
McKenzie Blake Gilmour
Madalyn Rae Greenlee
Anna Marguerite Gump
Nan Marie Poole
Haley Jewell Raymond
Yadira Lizeth Martinez Rios
Jordan Leigh Rutherford
Devon Alexandra Smith
Erin Victoria Stockmeyer
Hannah Ruth White
Cody Reid Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

COMMUNITY, FAMILY, AND ADDICTION SCIENCES

Leslie Ann Amaya
Jacie Brianna Arnold
Katherine Marie Chamberlain
Riley Elizabeth Cronin
Abby Ann Cullen
Trinity Addison Downs
Gabrielle Nine Easton
Kenzi Rochelle Eldridge
Maxwell Elliott
Hannah Renee Finkenbinder
Kathleen Alyda Harborth
Cirenio Hurtado, Jr.
Kennedy Alexsis Lambert
Aimee Noel Lawrence
Ashley Lauryn Manale
Alexandria Renee Martinez
Terry Don Mooney
Mercedes Gonzalez Ojeda
Alexandra Lee Rowe
Maitland Jade Rutledge
Madison Ann Schwab
Tianna Michelle Smalley
Timothy David Spellings
Holly Kim Warren
Hailey Marie Watson
Taylor Nicole Watson

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Charisse Theresa Aquas
Lauren Jean Antcliff
Ashley Nicole Benner
Katarina Maria Bleier
Jennah Drew Castleman
Sydney Bayley Denman
Kaitlin Kristine Fields
Paige Lynn Figge
Addison Denae Hooker
Jennifer Ann Howard
Christina Marie Jacobs
Kiya Baylee Jones
Laura Lee Elaine Kellogg

BACHELOR OF INTERIOR DESIGN

Sophia Evon Lott
Megan Nicole Messerli
Katherine Rose Mullen
Kayla Leigh Ann Northcutt
Kaitlyn Sarah Pilgrim
Shelby Nicole Prater
Shelby Morgan Robinson
Kelsey Laine Sheffield
Amanda Marie Thomas
Aryn Morgan Traves
Tadie Shala Upshaw

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

Kathryn Anne Coopwood
Katie Nicole Sierega
Lebny Jescan Pargar
Allysa Nicole Parra
Haley Marie Peiser
Julianna Lynn Perry
Shaley Lyn Pollard
Carlie Brooke Porter
Olivia Marcel Priolo
Megan Jacqueline Raden
2nd Degree: Languages and Cultures
3rd Degree: Psychology
Yeesa Brianna Rivera
Madison Delaine Romig
Kathleen Nicole Rubin
Clara Valentine Rybicki
Sarah Jane Schubert
Hunter Luke Shade
Emily Morgan Smith
Talyn Janee Standard
Jay Brandon Thompson
Samantha B. Velasquez
Morgan Lee Ward
Madison Kaye Warpula
Chelsea Renee Whitaker
Amanda Nicole Wright
Jodi Michelle Wright
Andrea Jean Yeric
Madison Elizabeth Young

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES

Rachel Lynn Alexander
Regan Joelle Anderson
Jenna Elisabeth Baker
Allison Catherine Balog
Grace Louise Bartlett
Alyssa Nicole Bergman
2nd Degree: Psychology
Calli Elizabeth Bigham
Tovah Saise Boysaw
Allison Cecilia Buck
Kinsey C’Ile Byrd
Stephanie Alexa Chavez
Kelsey Samantha Chiolo
Tory Ellen Cooper
Taylr Nikole Crane
Gabrielle Amanda Crockett
Eniola Dada
Catherine Sue de Vilder
Kelsey Corryn Dye
Savannah Sue Ferguson
Tatyana Brynae Gaines
Laura Katelyn Garcia
Caroline Elise Gimarc
Kiersten Alexandria Gonzales
Mayra Gonzalez
Laura Svetlana Hall
Victoria Noelle Sachiko Heebner
Tabatha Diane Helmuth
Kamran Nicole Hemeyer
Leticia DeAnn Hernandez
Abigail Elisa Hernandez
Emilio Jordan Herrera
Emily Anne James
Brooke Nicole James
Jaeda Nicole Jordan
Madison Yetive Ketchum
Meagan Marie Kirk
Baylee Christine Kleman
Katherine Elizabeth Knake
Garrett Ryan Lack
Chase Houston Lynch
Morgan Ann MacGregor
Patrici Maria Malpass
Sara Catherine Marshall
Hailey Rae Martin
Melanie Chanel Martinez
Peyton Nicole McCarron
Christine Alverda Myers
Mary Joan Nelson
Tiffani Brenna Nelson
Patricia Ann Nelson
Zoe Alexandra Noonkester

HUMAN SCIENCES

Sarah Alvarez
Jessica R. Arroyo
Zachary Bergenholz
Amber Nicole Blamey
Jessica Caytlyn Bollinger
Christopher S. Caldwell
Shannon Lewellyn Clark
William Tucker Cole
Ashley Patricia Coronado
Emily Claire Espinoza
Samatha JoAnne Fitzpatrick
Anna Victoria Flusche
Karlee Megan Ford
Amanda Jean Garza
Tawnee Rose Hopen
Yassiel Ibarra
Alyssa Carroll Jacobs
Constance Renee Johnson-Quinton
Ashley Michelle Ketting
Olivia Claire Lambert
Rebecca Rene LeBlanc
Jessica LeAnn Lopez
Meagan Lynn McDonald
Alejandra Moreno Jaramillo
Michael Anh-Duy Nguyen
Samue Gtongnora Njiru
Tramel Devon Pennie
Hailey Rakind
Sarah Nichole Regalado
Michael Bransen Richards
Kourtney Dawn Rodriguez
Debba Denise Rudnell
Shelbi Nicole Sanders
Joseph Henry Scott
Kyle Michael Shields
Kathryn Jane Ullrich
Connor James Vigil
Charlie Ryan White
Elizabeth Joy Wilks
Justin Taylor Williams
Nicole Marie Yerkes
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

NUTRITION
Amanda Renee Anderson
Caitlin Brianna Balman
Brittany Raquel Bennett
Lindsay Danielye Clark
Kayla Nicole Coston
Clayton Kyle Craig
Emily Ann Eckeberger
Hannah Grace Fleenor
Elaine Elizabeth Forshaw
Erica Monique Garcia
Timothy Ryan Gardner
Julia Elizabeth Griffith
Julio Ramon Guerrero
Catherine Bailey Hunsucker Hurlbut
Molly Michele Jones
Courtney Jerelle Lewis
Maritza Martinez
Baylee Paige Mendez
Tamara Hamisi Mirsho
Amy Duyen Nguyen
Taylanna Jordan Orr
Bryanna Renae Rainey
Ashley Brooke Russell
Kendra Shanie Smith
Alexis Faith Subar
Amy Michelle Stephen
Riley Michele Thompson
Devon Nichole Wallace
Courtney Morgan Wood

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES AND DIETETICS
Catherine DeAnne Arcaro
Ricardo Blanco Hermosillo
Brittney Nicole Buentello
Kemia Ravon Carter
Mary Katharine Elizabeth Crowley
Vanessa Eve Hethcock
Arturo Jaime
Erik James Kranz
Jalene Michaela Lowthorp
Kaitlin Cherise Pharis
Jackson Ryan Scharf
Jennifer Megan Walker

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Riley Scott Alford
Zane Brody Allen
Ben Reagan Brundrett
Christopher Dale Ford
Austin Lewis Gehring
Paige Renea Locke
Arturo Jaime
Erik James Kranz
Jalene Michaela Lowthorp
Kaitlin Cherise Pharis
Jackson Ryan Scharf
Jennifer Megan Walker

RESTAURANT, HOTEL, AND INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT
Jeannine Danielle Bryan
Torii Nicole Canada
Emily Kristyn Carlile
Kelsey Lynn Carpenter
Reimundo Castro
Natasha Marie Ceaser
Clarissa Cortez
Lisa Colleen Davis
Carson James Deno

Amy Anne Dietrich
Danae Dawn Gibbs
Elizabeth Dobbs Harper
Ryan Nicolas Ibrahim
Brittainy Elizabeth Klemme
Trevor Allan Lauten
Xandria Lorenzo
Larken Kelsey Ludgren
Chelsey Shea Means
Brian Cooper Montgomery
Lashata Renee Moon
Jayden Kay Morris
Brodie Ty Morris
Michael Ryan Northey
Devonte Aklee Oree
Ashley Nicole Mayer Pratt
Tyler James Regan
Ethan Patrick Riffe
Keith Charles Rogers
Jeffrey Evan Rosen
Nathan Thomas Semones
Ethan Bryant Sexton
Hannah Shirley
Merritt Ashley Sukala
Sara Jean Swartz
Leila Kristen Taylor
Jacob Joseph Wojcik
Sarah Elizabeth Abshire
Rebecca Nicole Albrecht
Sarah E Allen
Hannah Nicole Atkinson
Alexis Michelle Carter
Meredith Jane Cloutier
Olivia Dann Conner
Alexis Symone Cruz
Brianna Talya Ellison
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Evans
Marley Shae Goodwin
Taylor Nicole Hay
Emily Ann Heath
Olivia Claire Keneese
Mackenzie Dawn Merrill
Kannan Marie MITTCH
Alexandra Rivera
Anna Mary Pearl Scheible
Erik James Kranz
Mary Katharine Elizabeth Crowley
Vanessa Eve Hethcock
Arturo Jaime
Erik James Kranz
Jalene Michaela Lowthorp
Kaitlin Cherise Pharis
Jackson Ryan Scharf
Jennifer Megan Walker

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Emily Frances Bell
Katherine Elizabeth Bibby
Brittany Christal Bird
Payden Joe Brown
Itzalina Cortez
Rennah Elizabeth Degenfelder
Jorge De La Cruz, Jr.
Robin Scout Duffee
Bianca Vannesa Elorza
Natalie Michelle Erickson
Arisbeth Garcia
Allison Paige Knight
Blake Jordan Lewis
Ashton Nichole Lott
Maricia Yolanda Muñoz
Kelly Lynn Podolak
Tori Sarai Rodriguez
Michael Stephon Slay
T'Nay Jordyn Taylor
Madison Renea Warren

BACHELOR OF ARTS
ADVERTISING
Emma Claire Adams
Macy Schulte Adamson
Udeme Michael Afangideh
Kyle Brandon Axtell
Morgan Nicole Brown
Zane Lee Byars
Lauren Lee Canale
Lantzi Ryan Clinton
Kersten Nicole Criddle
Nichole Sierra Crye
Hannah Marie Evitt
Anna Lee Farmer

ALESSA Lynn Fono
Alexander Thomas Hart
Lauren Leigh Head
Jerri Daniel Jenkins
Shelby Kathryn Jurca
Grace Katherine Kalka
Nicole Marie Kennedy
Lynley Kate Lewis
Blake Wingate Lucas
Hayley Victoria Lyssy
Conner Shaw Marshall
Julio César Martínez
Charles Wilson Oakes
Lauren Elizabeth Perkins
Alaina Joy Porter
Kayla Nicole Ritchen
Kelsi Lynn Robertson
Lindsay Joy Robles
Marisa Nicole Ruiz
Marcella Gabrielle Salazar
Kelsey Marye Sanders
Edgar Guadalupe Segura
Coleman Dale Sneed
Cody James Tanner
Veronica Renee Verdugo
Margaret Anna Vonderhaar
Marissa Wachter
Megan Lindsey Woodfield
Nathan T. Zuar

ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS
Alex James Anderson
Nikolo Estefan Bobadilla
Jack Neuhoff Brezette
Thomas William Briggs
Virginia Elizabeth Brundeen
Ernesto Jose Castillo
Stephen Samuel Castro
Erie Kathleen Cooper
Weston Blake Davis
David Scott Dawson
Claudia Della Polia
Polina Eugene Drigalenko
Tyson James Earl
Macey Kay Gan
Taylor Davis Glenn
Katrina Anna Gonzales

1 Summa Cum Laude  2 Magna Cum Laude  3 Cum Laude  4 With Honors  5 With Highest Honors
Matthew Douglas Graham
Samantha Tessa Greenless
John Thomas Hackney
Logan Reese Hawk
Grant D. Henderson
Stephanie Lauren Jarvie
Brian James Jimenez
Joshua Micijah Jordan
Kalan Edward Killough
Brandford Selasi Kudowor
Samantha Marie Lahey
John Miller Martin
Brianna D’Lynn Moreno
Sarah Marie Norlin
Andrew Christian Osborn
Simon Scott Parmley
Anthony Lorenzo Pastrano
Brittany Anne Pauly
William Blake Rigby
Amanda LeAnn Sanders
Robert Nicholas Sessums
Maeganh Nicole Silezzer
Timothy Seamus Smith
Janet Tagupa
Tyler Scott Tippit
Tanner Austin Warmoth
Sarah Anna Wilson
Hayden Phillip Yancer

JOURNALISM

Abigail Marie Aldrich
Carley Alexandra Banks
Amber Lynne Berry
Rachel Elise Blevins
Haley Helen Britzky
Tiera Alexis Bryant
Kayla Danielle Chandler
Alyssa Fernanda Chrisope
Elizabeth Rebecca Hale
Blaine Shelby Hill
Vanessa Nicole Ledesma
Joseph Michael Allen Marcades
Jessica Marie Parrott
Kelsee Nan Pitman
Courtney Christine Plunk
Megan Elizabeth Reyna
2nd Major: Dance
Leigh Ashton Waldman
Mikenna Leigh Williams
Callie Leigh Yardley

MEDIA STRATEGIES

Bret Gene Brown Junior
Hannah Beth Browning
Dalton John Dellsperger
Marindee Lashondra Dorsey
Aimee Angelli Encarnacion
James Scott Greenhaw
Trent Robert Jones
Reis James Kinman
Cameron Kent Knight
Gabriella Chacon Levario
Paige Alexis Lynne
Serena Lynn Perez
Rodrick Dshun Rauls
Elizabeth Elaine Roach
Danielle Nicole Romero
Katelyn Marie Rose
Jade Alexandra Samaniego

Dyana Nicole Taylor
Eric Shull Vaubel
Korrin Olivia Welch

PUBLIC RELATIONS

William Austin Aldama
Jada Alaina Allen
Christine Hershey Annis
Danny Paul Antoine II
Molly Rose Batura
Bailey Wynne Bauman
Thaddeus Clayton Brock
Alexandra Katherine Brown
Amanda Catherine Brown
Charles Richard Bullard
Taylor Elise Burren
Jacintha Marietta Cilad Pediilo
Rebecca Ann Chance
Tyler Warren Conner
Tiara Marie Cook
Victoria Curell
Claire Abigail Criss
Amy May Cunningham
McKenzie Nicole Curry
Haylie M. Davis
Holly Morgan Desrosiers
Camille Francis DeWinne
Kathryn Elizabeth Durkin
McKenzie Janea Eaker
James Tabot-Ngale Ekumah
Melissa Anne Elias
Aimee Angelli Encarnacion
Kristie Rae Gamboa
Victoria Rae Gonzales
Alexandra Lee Hansen
Shannon Delene Helm
Kendra Katalyn Hill
Kristina Lanay Janet
Ashely Elisa Jeane
Madeline Nicole Johnson
Conner Antonio Johnston
Katelyn Soo Bin Kim
Vanessa Nicole Ledesma
Kenneth George Leventon
William Timothy Lintner
Alexis Neshay Logan
Claudia Maria Lopez
Jorge Luis Lopez, Jr.
Lila Helen Lowe
Nicole Claire Lundberg
2nd Major: Honors Arts and Letters

Hannah Marie Sun Lyons
Alexander P. Maloney
Juliette Solange Mark
Ariana Victoria Martell
Laura Elena Martinez
Marissa Carmen Martinez
Matthew Patrick Matherly
Michael Joseph McKenney
Ashley Lane Megollon
Andrea Nichole Naughton
Linh Phuong Nguyen
Margarita Oliavares
Elesia Mary Pelletier
Brianna Gail Perrin
Cassandra Ore Pravanh
Samantha Gayle Procell
Brittany Nicole Prough
Summer Lynn Putman
Martin Eric Ramon

Danielle Jin Rho
Raquel Françoise Roulin
Layne Michael Russell
Kayla Michelle Sanders
Mariam Alexandra Savarese
Joel Ross Skedly
Matthew Ryan Smith
Brandon C. Tanner
Erica Ann Thompson
Tierra LaChelay Thompson
Morgan Rae Tiller
Darla N. Vasquez
Anna Lee Vaughan
Emily Grace Walker
Bryn Morgan Wall
Lyndsey Mae Walton
Bailey Nicole Weaver
Case William Wells
Samantha Denise Wheat
Emma Grace Whitley

BACHELOR OF APPLIED ARTS AND SCIENCES

Jocelyn Bartum-Torres
Mark Henry Eslick
Bradley Richard Kiewiet
Rojelio Lopez
Zachary Cole Moran

BACHELOR OF ARTS

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

Deborah Lynn Adams
Alana Wylene Aldredge
Jace Jordan Amaro
Alexandra Alexis Ambriz
Alii Ruth Anderson
Travis Glenn Armstrong-Welford
Zachary Dylan Austin
Shelby LeeAnn Beardsley
Sterling Wade Blocker
Tommy Cardenas
Keaton Alan Castillo
Clayton Brant Chadwick
Erika Elaine Chapman
Tyler William Clark
Erick Fernando Conteras
Colt Thomas Cottingham
Madison Ann Davis
Tory Michael Duda
Robert Keith Ellison
Tatianna Nicole Ellison
Keith Roland Eynon
Loren Odes Gish
Robbie Gonzales
Zachary John Gutierrez
Kenzie Dolores Harvey
Emily Danielle Hawkins
Kaitlyn Lindsey Hawkins
Timothy Heath Hill
Brittany Leigh Hodgens
Emily Marie Hunt

1Summa Cum Laude  2Magna Cum Laude  3Cum Laude  4With Honors  5With Highest Honors
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UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Alyssa Reneé Islas
Tyler Ladet James
Shelby Paige Jones
Richard Anthony Kelley
Janet Lee King
Kasey Lloyd Klopfenstein
Carley Beth Knight
Caleb Leland Lacey
Chelise Ann Lancaster
JaCaruther Delvar Mack
Megan Caroline McNeely
Jonathan Andrew Merritt
Norma Moore
Kali Aspen Morrison
Rachel Elizabeth Leigh Nash
Victoria Mae Patterson
Amanda Nichole Pemberton
Plenette Michelle Pierson
Daryn James Reddell
Jose Angel Rubio
Ashley Nichole Sanders
Jentry Kathleen Shadle
Steven Ray Short
Cody Clifford Siege
Jordan Taylor Smith
Mackenzie Nicole Smith
Stephanie Ann Smith
Daniel Joseph Stark
Haley Rebekah Sumruld
Yadira Esmeralda Torres
Clifton Earl Virgil, Jr.
Daniel Joseph Vitalone
Kylie Renee Voss
Hannah Elise Walker
Gerald Wayne Watson
Stacy Lynn Whiteley
Kimberlee Elizabeth Wolfe
Martha Reed Yorston
Federico Maria Zucchetti

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

Kyle Wayne Caviness
Cody William DuBois
Dakota Madison Earnest
Kyle M. Eggemeyer
Chase Philip Eubanks
Paden Mark Ferrero
Gregory Warren Gideon
Cody Hall
Santiago Hernandez
Joseph Michael Janick
Stephen Franklin Lacy
Nicholas Patrick Magera
Earl Leroy Jacob Mast V
Christopher Isaac Morales
Kholeton Joseph-Castillo Sanchez
Vivian Tenuta
Qualesha L.A. Thomas
Joshua Aaron Uriegas
Matthew Christian Vinyard
Wade Don Wilcox

WIND ENERGY

Noah Frank Andrade III
Randall Ty Boatright
George H. Chen
Sean Alexander Curran
William Joseph Cushwa
Drew Alexander Davidson
Alex Jordan DeHoog
Chantry Cole Dunlap
Joshua Christian Edwards
Eric John Granville Garcia
Anna Lee Haag
Austin Dauryah Howard
Andrew Joseph Hoye
Keifer Alexander Jennings
Patrick Anthony McCoy
Zachary Lee McNutt
Cesar Mendoza
Kendall Nicole Merkel
LaDonna June Mild
Todd Alan Miller
Julio Cesar Recendiz
Christopher Ryan Rodriguez
Addison Layne Weiss
Daniel Alan Wentworth
Wyatt Spencer Zalatoris

Devyn Shay Bracken
Eliot-Abigail Caroline Caldwell
Kamyen Eley Cammack
Cacy Leigh Clements
Brittany Nicole Davidson-Wright
Brianna Nicole Dempsey
Sarah Emilie Freitag
Terri Ann Fritts
Christopher Denton Gardner
Allison Lynn Gaughan
Scott Riley Hall
Lee Austen Ico
Gabriel Maria Martinez
Whitney Nicole Parker
Lindsey Hope Phillips
Rayann Kay Race
Hilda López Ramirez
Torie Denae Lerma-Sandland
Marlee Ashton Shultz
Do Thi Minh Thu
McKenna Rae Tilton
Rachel Marie Townsend
Sara Lynn Ashley Tull
Maximilian Ryan Upp
2nd Degree: Marketing
Ariana Vera
Joshua Cain Wells
Nathan Blaine Wells
Taylor Ann Woodruff

BACHELOR OF ARTS

ART

Brittany Ellen Gregory
Sarah Ann Hudson
Krista Lea Petty
Candace Zoe Smith

DANCE

Morgan Taylor Fowler
Peyton Elizabeth Peterson

MUSIC

Anthony Richard Cahill
Moises Guadarrama III
Marcus Chadd Henderson
Samuel Brian Joy
Kevin Aaron Lackey
Stephanie Dawn Riley

THEATRE ARTS

Ashley Ann Beverly
Brittainé Tra‘Shon François Hearne
Natalie Ann Mayo
Alexis Jordan Qaiyyim

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

ART

Sally Kathleen Addison
Natalee Ranee Beard
Laura Lee Becker

THEATRE ARTS

Isiah Joshua Columbus
Savannah Grace Cooper
Athena Sophie Flusche
Scott Mitchell Luke
Jennifer Meagan Ringer
Jordan Ashley Shaw

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

George Patrick Cole III
Trevor Alan Drew
Sheldon Carl Enloe
Katherine Jane Fehr
Marissa Sharon Hernandez
Ryan Bryce Johnson
Selah Rey Mauldin
Katherine Marie Morris
Andrew Taylor Pacheco
Alberto Carlos Robledo-Madera
Katherine June Smith
Allison Elaine Speziale
Anthony Glenn Stanley
Colton N. Watson
Elisabeth Jayne Wiseman

This program is an unofficial list of May 2017 graduates and should not be used to determine a student’s academic or degree status. The actual award of honors reflected on a student’s diploma will be determined by the student’s final academic average. The university’s official registry for conferral of degrees is the student’s permanent academic record kept by the Office of the Registrar.
RECEPTIONS AND OTHER CEREMONIES

INDIVIDUAL COLLEGE RECEPTIONS

Immediately After Commencement Ceremony

College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources  |  Animal and Food Sciences Building, Room 101
College of Architecture  |  Architecture Gallery
College of Arts & Sciences  |  Foyer Area of Room 104, Holden Hall
Jerry S. Rawls College of Business  |  McCoy Atrium, 1st Floor of Rawls College of Business
College of Education  |  Second Floor Foyer, College of Education
Edward E. Whitacre Jr. College of Engineering  |  101 Livermore Center
College of Human Sciences  |  El Centro, Human Sciences Building
College of Media & Communication  |  Matador Room, Student Union Building
J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts  |  Rotunda, Holden Hall
University Studies  |  Red Raider Lounge, Student Union Building
Wind Energy  |  Room 107, National Wind Institute

Please Note: The Graduate School will distribute diplomas in the City Bank Room of the United Supermarkets Arena immediately after the commencement ceremony.

OTHER CEREMONIES

Army ROTC Military Commissioning  |  Friday, May 19, 10:00 a.m., International Cultural Center
Air Force ROTC Military Commissioning  |  Friday, May 19, 7:00 p.m., International Cultural Center

CANDIDATES FOR MILITARY COMMISSIONS

The following students are being commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Air Force:

Dylan Chase Carder
Ashton Ray Cleveland
Mark Anthony Dingus
Joseph Terry Jeffrey
Geer Patrick McGee
Sheridan Ashton Nieman

The following students are being commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army:

Noe Torres Alvarado
Christian Anthony Condez
Sloan Everett Dunlop
Loren Odes Gish
Martin Eric Ramon II
Ariel Joy Rogers
Zachary Wilson Stokes
Charles Bradley Walker

The following student is being commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army Reserve:

Alexander Matias Guzman

The following students are being commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army National Guard:

Nathaniel Steven Castillo
Casey Jay Hun Lim

Alexander Sean Jackson
Ryan Lee Thomas
The banners displayed at Texas Tech University commencement ceremonies are patterned on military, political, and trade guild insignia that date back to the Middle Ages and beyond. Known as gonfalons, they most closely resemble the flags created by Italian city states before and during the Renaissance. The Texas Tech University flags were individually designed to display symbols and colors that represent the areas of interest of each unit.

The Faculty Banner displays the university colors, red with black, and features the university seal encircled by the words “Seal of Texas Tech University.” The seal was designed by William Ward Watkin, the original campus master planner, in 1924. The shield is a black escutcheon quartered by a red cross, on which are arrayed 10 cotton bolls, symbolic of the importance of cotton to West Texas and representing Lubbock County and the nine surrounding cotton-producing counties. These symbols also reflect one of the original missions of Texas Technological College: “To provide students with a thorough education in textiles and technical engineering.” The shield features emblems that evoke the university, community, state and nation. In the upper-right quadrant, a book symbolizes religion and academic traditions. A star in the upper-left corner stands for the Lone Star State of Texas. In the lower left a key represents home, and in the lower right the lamp of knowledge indicates the primary mission of Texas Tech University: “To develop and advance knowledge.” Above the shield, an eagle, the national bird of the United States, spreads its wings. Mindful of the claims of all these constituencies, the faculty of the university create, transmit, and preserve knowledge.

The College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources was one of the four founding schools of the university in 1924. The college banner was redesigned for use in the May 2005 graduation. Dr. Marvin Cepica, former dean of the college, developed the design with approval and input from the College Marketing Committee. The background color, maize, was established by the Intercollegiate Code to represent the agricultural disciplines. The design, with a map of the continent of North America, reflects the global scope of modern agriculture and natural resources management.

The dimensions and proportions of the College of Architecture banner are based on the Golden Ratio creating the Golden Rectangle, within which is the logarithmic Golden Spiral. The ancient Greeks recognized these geometries as significant and aesthetically pleasing, and architects from Vitruvius to Corbusier have used these proportions as a means of design. The blue diagonal lines represent the architectural diagram, while the blue-violet fabric, the designated color for Architecture, is woven in a chevron pattern representing the complexity of digital design and fabrication. The banner was designed by David Isern and Simon Alvarez, graduates of the College.

The blue background color of the College of Education banner reflects the light blue color designated for education by the Intercollegiate Code and is also seen in the velvet border of education master’s and doctoral hoods and doctoral gowns. The upper area of the banner carries a school building encircled by the words “College of Education” and “Scholarship, Leadership, Service” to represent the primary roles of the college as a unit dedicated to preparing teachers and furthering educational scholarship, leadership, and service. The Double T logo appears at the bottom of the banner.

The Jerry S. Rawls College of Business banner was designed through a collaborative effort of the staff in the college’s Undergraduate Services Center. The background color of the banner is drab. The central image on the banner is a map of the world centered on Lubbock with the Texas Tech University Double T symbol rising from a focal point in the South Plains. Below are the words “Excellence in a Global Market.” The banner symbolizes the impact of globalization in the modern business environment.

The College of Arts & Sciences banner was redesigned in 2014 by Randy Lacy, unit coordinator in the college. Crafted with classical typography and bold lines, the banner replaces the previous college seal with the famous Double T logo. The red and black colors appropriately represent the largest and most diverse college in the university.

The Graduate School banner is blue. Imposed on this background is a white circle within a light blue one. These circles contain the image of a golden open book and a burning lamp. The open book symbolizes knowledge and the lamp represents a light by which to study. The banner was designed by the late Associate Dean Thomas Langford and Ms. Beth Cain, who was a Graduate School staff member and artist for many years.
The banner of the Edward E. Whitacre Jr. College of Engineering features the seal of the college set on a field of orange, the academic color for engineering. The seal of the college, inspired by a 2009 design by chemical engineering student Unwana Essien, is encircled with a border of red, white, and black, symbolizing the spirit of Texas Tech University and the Red Raiders.

The two stars represent the ethical duty of engineers to themselves and society. The four symbols in the center of the seal stand for the foundations of engineering:

- The light bulb, surrounded by a ribbon and questions, represents the inspiration of engineers to answer questions and solve problems.
- The square and globe represent the engineer’s work as building blocks for the world.
- The hammer and screwdriver represent the practical application of the engineer’s work.
- The atomic figure surrounding the beaker represents the confluence of math, science, and technology in the mind of the engineer.

The Honors College banner features a sky blue field onto which is placed a silhouette of one of the Administration Building bell towers in dark blue. Superimposed on the silhouette is the Honors College emblem in gold: an open book that transforms into a bird taking flight. This symbol represents how learning stimulates human creativity. At the bottom of the banner are the words in gold: “University Honors College.”

The College of Human Sciences banner is white with a sky blue field representing the merging of sciences, and the purple flame for social sciences. The design depicts a woman, an adolescent, and a child. The diversity of faces and ages represents the families and communities also connecting with the global community.

The College of Media & Communication banner illustrates waves of information emanating from a single point—one voice heard by many. The banner is white with a crimson background framing waves of information reaching the public. Crimson is the color assigned by the Intercollegiate Code to journalism, the common core subject area of the college. The white field represents honesty, decency, and purity. Beneath the crimson is the name of the college.

The banner for University Programs exhibits the colors of Texas Tech with a red background trimmed in black. The focus of the banner is the silhouette of the Administration Building’s bell tower, which is an iconic symbol of Texas Tech. Just as the university is comprised of many parts, University Programs integrates multiple programs from colleges across the university. The traditional Double T placed in a window of the tower signifies the future that awaits students who complete these programs in preparation for successful careers.

The J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts banner is black with a blue drape surmounted by a silver swathe that evokes the creative energy infused in all the arts. The top of the banner features the words “College of Visual & Performing Arts” in silver, linked by a dynamic red ampersand representing the merging of three departments into the college. Centered in the banner is the college’s original award-winning logo designed by the Price Group in 2002, the same year the college was founded. The logo is a circle divided into three sectors, each representing one of the three units of the college: a blue eye for the School of Art, a red lyre for the School of Music, and a golden spotlight for the School of Theatre and Dance. All three artistic icons are encased by a circular banner which reads: “Texas Tech University.” The shape of the banner was selected through a student competition, and the banner was made by personnel in the Costume Shop of the Department of Theatre and Dance.

The symbols on the Texas Tech University Libraries’ banner reinforce the idea that the Library is the center of knowledge on campus. As such, it is the guardian and giver of knowledge and information. The key in the foreground of the banner symbolizes the Libraries’ role as guardian and safe keeper of all ideas. In the not too distant past, knowledge was considered sacred or something that was best kept locked away, thus the symbolism of the key. The flames symbolize the Libraries’ other and equally important role as the giver of knowledge, providing access to wisdom. For centuries, the use of fire was believed to be man’s first step on the path to civilization; one characteristic of fire is its ability to spread, which represents the Library’s role as purveyor of knowledge. The colors of the flames symbolize the three broad branches of knowledge: scarlet for humanities, gold for sciences, and the purple flame for social sciences.
Academic Dress and Procession

Wearing academic dress at commencement ceremonies dates from the early history of the oldest universities created during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Because educated people were almost always of the clergy, the black gown is an adaptation of the “cope,” a long mantle or cloak of silk or other cloth worn by church dignitaries in processions and on other occasions. The long gown and cowl (similar to the academic hood of today) were worn by priests and monks for warmth in the cold medieval buildings.

In the early centuries, a great diversity of color and style of cap, gown, and hood appeared in different universities of Europe. The European custom of wearing academic dress was later introduced at American colleges. Not until after 1895 was a uniform academic code of dress adopted by most U.S. colleges and universities. Today, the black robe, hood, and cap are worn at most institutions of higher learning. Some institutions have authorized doctoral gowns in colors other than the customary black.

The gowns used in American academic ceremonies vary according to the highest degree awarded to the wearer. Usually the bachelor’s robe has long pointed sleeves and the master’s has oblong sleeves, square at the end with a slit at the elbow. The doctoral gown is a more elaborate robe faced down the front with velvet and across the bell-shaped sleeves with three bars of velvet. The velvet facing and bars may be of the color distinctive to the field of study.

The doctoral hood has side panels and is slightly longer than the one worn for the master’s degree. The color used in the velvet border of the hood indicates the field of study. The velvet border is widest on the doctor’s hood, and the colors of the lining indicate the college or university that conferred the degree.

Candidates for the undergraduate degree will wear the tassel on the right side of the cap at commencement. After the degrees have been conferred, baccalaureate degree recipients will turn the tassel to the left side of the cap, thus showing that they are now graduates. Those graduates who have the official Texas Tech Alumni Association class ring are invited to turn their rings at this time.

Candidates wearing red cords have earned the Latin designations of cum laude, magna cum laude or summa cum laude based on a minimum 3.5 cumulative grade point average. Candidates wearing kite-shaped medallions are Honors College graduates earning a minimum of 24 hours of Honors coursework. Medallions with red ribbons indicate a notation of “With Honors” (non-thesis) and gold ribbons indicating a notation of “With Highest Honors” (thesis).

Phi Beta Kappa students may wear their membership key as well as the society’s dark blue honor stole and/or pink and blue honor cords. Members of Phi Kappa Phi, Mortar Board, and other honor societies may likewise display their societies’ medallions and honor cords. Texas Tech University has five university-wide honoraries: Golden Key, Mortar Board, Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Beta Kappa, and Phi Kappa Phi.
COLORS REPRESENTING FIELDS OF STUDY

The following is a list of colors established by the Intercollegiate Code representing departments of learning and fields of study:

Maize | Agriculture
Blue-Violet | Architecture
White | Arts, Letters and Humanities
Drab | Business Administration
Lilac | Dentistry
Copper | Economics
Light Blue | Education
Orange | Engineering
Brown | Fine Arts
Russet | Forestry
Maroon | Human Sciences
Crimson | Journalism
Purple | Law
Lemon | Library Science
Green | Medicine
Pink | Music
Apricot | Nursing
Silver Gray | Oratory (Speech)
Olive Green | Pharmacy
Dark Blue | Philosophy
Sage Green | Physical Education
Peacock Blue | Public Administration
Salmon Pink | Public Health
Gold-Yellow | Science
Citron | Social Work
Scarlet | Theology or Divinity
Gray | Veterinary Science

HONOR CORDS / MEDALLION

The following is a list of honor cords/medallions issued by colleges.

Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources | Green
Architecture | White and Gold
Arts & Sciences | Royal Blue
Business Administration | Royal Blue and Gold
Education | Jade Green and Violet
Engineering | Orange
Honors | Honors Medallion
Human Sciences | Maroon
Media & Communication | Crimson
University Programs | Red
Visual & Performing Arts | Brown
Wind Energy | Blue and Green

UNDERGRADUATE ROBE: A red stole displaying the Double T and seal of Texas Tech University distinguishes students receiving baccalaureate degrees. Degree candidates wearing red cords will graduate with honors designations based on a minimum 3.5 GPA.

TEXAS TECH COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS

GRADUATE PHOTOGRAPHS

A professional photographer will be taking photos of graduates as they receive their diplomas. You may view and order photos online at www.candidcolorphotography.com. Click on “view proofs” and then “graduations.” Images will be posted within 48 hours of the ceremony. Photographers also will be available after the ceremony for photos of friends and family with the graduates. Photographers will be located outside the arena near the north parking lot. There is no charge or obligation for having these photos taken.

COMMENCEMENT DVD

The Texas Tech Alumni Association encourages graduates to order a Texas Tech Commencement DVD to commemorate their achievement. The $45 purchase also will include a one-year Texas Tech Alumni Association gift membership. This membership will help graduates stay connected to Texas Tech. To reserve a copy of today’s ceremony, complete and mail an order form located at one of the tables in each corner of the concourse. Do not leave the forms on the tables. Please mail them to the address on the form. To learn more about the Alumni Association, visit www.TexasTechAlumni.org or call 806.742.3641.
WHO’S SITTING ON A HORSE?  
(AND WHY IS HE RED?)

Will Rogers was one of the most famous entertainers in America in the 1920s and ‘30s, and his longtime friend, Amon Carter, was Texas Tech’s first chairman of the Board of Directors. Rogers donated $200 for the Texas Tech band to play at the football game against TCU in 1926 because he wanted people “to hear a real band.” Then the cowboy humorist donated $1,500 to buy band uniforms for the trip to Fort Worth. A few years after Rogers perished in a plane crash, Carter presented the statue of Rogers and his horse, Soapsuds, to Texas Tech. Sculpted by 18-year old Electra Waggoner Biggs, the statue is one of four in the nation. Before every home game, the Saddle Tramps wrap “Old Will” with red crepe paper. The statue also has been wrapped in black to mourn national tragedies.

RAIDER RED OR THE MASKED RIDER?

Not every university wants a horse in its stadium, so Texas Tech had to find an alternate mascot prior to the 1971 football season. That was the year the school’s athletic conference passed a rule that prevented taking live animals to non-home games. That also was the year Raider Red was born from the imagination of cartoonist Dirk West. Raider Red changes from boots to soft-soled shoes for basketball games, and his student persona is kept a secret as he mingles with the crowds.

THE TEXAS TECH CLASS RING

As a constant reminder of their academic achievements and the traditions of Texas Tech University, students proudly wear the official Texas Tech class ring. This bronze sculpture of the official class ring sits next to the Merket Alumni Center. Traditionally the rings are worn with the university name facing inward when the students’ hands are extended. After the degree is granted on graduation day, the ring can be turned around so that the name faces outward, a symbol that the new alumnus has a Texas Tech diploma and is ready to face the world.  
(www.TexasTechRing.org)
The first athletic teams of the university were known as the Matadors, a name that reflected the Spanish architectural influence on campus. The change from Matadors to Red Raiders occurred after a Lubbock Avalanche-Journal writer commented on the red uniforms and strong season of the 1932 football team, saying “the Red Raiders from Texas Tech” were the terror of the Southwest Conference.

The name caught on and by 1936 the team was renamed the Red Raiders. No changes were ever made to the school song, which was penned in 1930. Page from 1936 Student Handbook courtesy of the Southwest Collection.